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“And could you include Kessler’s mailing address. Debbie enjoys getting mail,” Charlie
asked. That address is: Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation, 1199 Pleasant Valley Way,
Room 2028, West Orange, NJ 07052

Community

Friends help family rally around Debbie Llewellyn
Paralyzed during neck surgery, a community stalwart struggles on

Debbie and Charlie Llewellyn in August of 2009.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Occasionally we get a dose of
reality that reminds us of the
trivialization of the term “reality” in our culture – no, “Reality
TV” isn’t real and most issues demanding our immediate attention by cell phone aren’t actually
that demanding or really an issue
at all.
While occasionally a world
event momentarily gives us such
reality checks – 9-11, Katrina,
the Haitian earthquake, and BP
oil spill come to mind – often it
takes one of those troubling shots
to the gut on a personal level to
keep our attention – personal illness, incapacitation or the loss of
a loved one or friend.
Recently this community has
been hit with two very public examples of such loss due to drownings at the Riverton Dam. However until recently another such
tragedy had slipped under the
public radar to be handled alone
by the family and close friends
of Debbie Llewellyn, the original
owner of Debbie’s Ivy Garden.
On April 7, Llewellyn, a familiar face in the local business and
public-service community network was scheduled for the second of two surgeries designed
to relieve five bi-herniated discs
in her neck. The first surgery on
April 5 at Reston Hospital Center
went according to plan. The second did not and has left Llewellyn
paralyzed from the shoulders
down. She retains movement of
her head, neck and shoulders,

husband Charlie told us, but remains on a ventilator to assist
breathing much of the time. She
is being weaned off the ventilator
in two and three hour blocks during rehab.
There are still outstanding questions about the medical dynamics
of exactly what went wrong that
day in surgery and how Llewellyn
was cared for at The Specialty
Hospital of Washington after her
insurance carrier ruled she no
longer qualified for in-hospital
care. However, friends of Debbie
and husband Charlie Llewellyn
throughout this community are
currently focusing their attention on Debbie’s current care and
efforts toward recovery at the
Kessler Rehabilitation Facility in
West Orange, New Jersey.
“If she is going to get better,
this is the place for her to be,”
Charlie said of the nation’s second-ranked spinal rehabilitation
facility. Charlie said Kessler was
selected in part because of an
aggressive rehab program. And
brother-in-law Ron Llewellyn
points out Kessler was willing to
take Debbie as a patient despite

some post-op medical issues with
the potential of serious infections
that could have disqualified her
from many facilities.
Ron and Debbie’s son Matt told
us that Charlie has put all other
aspects of his life on hold to be
with his wife on a daily basis as
she struggles to recover. They
also noted that Debbie’s younger
son, Michael, had moved up from
Florida, having quit his job in the
process, to be with his mother
and help the family on both ends,
New Jersey and Front Royal, during this time of family crisis.
“She is going to recover – I believe that. Kessler is the best place
for her to be to get better but this
is a long process,” Ron Llewellyn
told us on July 1. “Charlie is staying up there with her in New Jersey now – he will not leave her,”
Ron Llewellyn said of his brother.
“Her oldest son Matt, who lives
here, goes up as much as possible
and his brother Mike has come
up from his home in Florida and
is traveling back and forth to be
with his mom in New Jersey and
help out back here in Front Royal
too.”
Matt, who with wife Molly are
currently expecting their second
child, said his father has been
unfailing in his devotion to his
mother since the events of April
7. He also lauded his brother for
putting the rest of his life on hold
to help their mom and dad, as
well as the rest of the family during this crisis.
“He was just telling me how
guilty he felt about not getting up
here for Easter (April 4) this year,”
Matt said of Michael. “I told him
don’t worry about it. You were
fighting to keep your job and
nobody knew this would happen. You’re here now, that’s what
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EVALUATION!
$40 Value
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635-7064
203 E. Main St.

www.royaloakcomputers.com

counts.”
Ron said that Debbie has always
been fully aware of what was happening to her.
On July 22, with Debbie at his
side Charlie told us by phone
from New Jersey that Debbie
appreciates all the concern expressed by friends and wanted
to particularly thank her cousin
Donna Knox, Tom Eschelman
and Dennis “Mouse” Grove for
spearheading efforts to help the
family out during this crisis.
“And could you include Kessler’s mailing address. Debbie enjoys getting mail,” Charlie asked.
Yes we have and yes we will, we
replied. That address is:
Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation, 1199 Pleasant Valley Way,

Room 2028, West Orange, NJ
07052
Faith, Family & Friends
For Debbie Llewellyn
To help the family cover personal
expenses as several put their lives
on hold to be with Debbie as she
struggles to recover, a benefit has
been scheduled for Aug. 14 at the
Warren County Fairgrounds. In
an e-mail announcing the event,
Samuels Public Library Director
Eileen Grady said, “We are all
hopeful that Debbie will one day
be her old self, however, that day
may be a long time coming. In
the meantime, she and her family
need your help and support.
“Debbie’s list of accomplishContinued pg. 4

Debbie’s Community Involvement
Through the Years:
Fantasyland Committee Chairperson ; President – FR Jaycettes,
WC Heart Association, Red Stocking Follies, Buckton Presbyterian Church, Member - Rockland Community Church – Sunday
& Bible school teacher; miscellaneous donations to schools, athletic associations, churches, local events, benefits, civic organizations, Boy Scouts, BRAC (& many more); St. Lukes Community
Clinic – Volunteer & Saints at the Ranch Chairperson (raised over
$25,000); Warren County Council on Domestic Violence (Board),
Second Chance; Relay for Life Womanless Beauty Contest Emcee & Miss Warren County Fair Emcee & other events; Ruritan
Food Booth Volunteer at Warren County Fair; Member of Danny
McEathron for Sheriff Re-election Committee; Co-Chair – Bunky
Woods Bachelor Auction (raised over $75,000).
Debbie’s Ivy Garden, original owner – Small Business of the Year;
Demonstrated flower design, taught calligraphy classes at LFCC
and locally, specialty cakes, BRAC member, displayed original oil
and watercolor artwork locally, BRAC Calendar Fundraiser; FR/
WC Chamber of Commerce Chairman/Past Chairman, Graduate
– FR/WC Leadership Alumni Career Day, Senior Ethics Day.
Facebook, Prayer Circle for Debbie Llewellyn
Website: www.teamdebbie.net (see site for details to join)
Contributions may be mailed to:
Debbie Llewellyn Recovery Fund,
c/o Rae Wines, Wachovia Bank,
232 N. Royal Avenue,
Front Royal, VA 22630
Debbie’s mailing Address:
Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation,
1199 Pleasant Valley Way, Room 2028,
West Orange, NJ 07052
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Community
ments in this community are
many. She’s always been willing
to help anyone in need and now
it’s time for us to help her. A
fundraiser called “Faith, Family
& Friends for Debbie Llewellyn”
has been organized and will be
held at the Warren County Fair-

grounds on Saturday, August
14th, from 6 p.m. – 11 p.m. The
Fabulous Hubcabs will play two
shows. Adult beverages will be
available. There will be a silent
auction under the tent beside the
show as well as wonderful food
by the Ruritan’s and Rockland

Community Church. A live auction will also be held.”
Debbie’s friend and experienced
auctioneer Tom Eschelman told
us, “The event organizers are predominately friends who love her
and care about her and Charlie.
They are stepping up to the plate.

GEORGE KARNES OF

The River 95.3, Jack Evans Chevrolet/Cadillac, The Golf Guide, BB&T, Shenandoah
Motors, Century Link & George Karnes of Edward Jones Investments
Present
The 19th Annual

Million Dollar Golf Tournament
(Hole-In-One Wins $1 Million)*
• Win a 2010 Chevrolet on North Course From Jack Evans •
• Win a 2010 GMC on South Course From Shenandoah Motors •

Debbie has been a huge overall
supporter of this community and
now its time we gave back.”
Event info, contacts
Admission to the Aug. 14 fundraiser, auction and Fabulous
Hubcaps Show is $15 per person (includes both shows), or
you can buy VIP seating for $30
per person. VIP Admission gets
you special parking, seating and
a photo with the Fabulous Hubcabs. Tickets are available at the
Chamber, through the website
www.teamdebbie.net or through
Donna Knox at 540-636-2202.
Gates open at 5 p.m. with events
commencing 6 p.m.
Event sponsorships are also being sought. Advertise your business and help a friend at the same
time: A $250 Bronze Sponsor receives 2 VIP tickets and we’ll hang
your banner at the show. A $500
Silver Sponsor receives 4 VIP
tickets and we’ll hang your banner too! A $1,000 gold sponsor
receives 8 VIP tickets and your
banner at the show. For more in-

Bowling Green Country Club - North & South Courses
Lunch on North Course courtesy of Outback Steakhouse
Lunch on South Course courtesy of Olive Garden

Friday, September 10, 2010

Blood Drive
July 30th 2-7pm
call 540-636-3400 for appt.

To Benefit Warren Co. Sheriff Department’s DARE Program

485 South St.
540-636-3400

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
12:00 PM.....................................Check-In and Refreshments
1:00 PM..............................................Shotgun Start on North
1:10 PM.............................................Shotgun Start on South
5:30-6:30 PM....Social Hour & MILLION DOLLAR SHOOT-OUT
6:30 PM...............................................Buffet Dinner at North
Entry Fee

$75/Person

$300/Team

*Includes 2 mulligans per player

*Details available at Jack Evans Chevrolet/Cadillac and Bowling Green Country Club North
For more information please contact Glenn Murphy at 540-635-2153 or 540-683-1490 OR gmurphy@jechevy.com
(A limited number of teams will be accepted)
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN

Preferred Foursome

Handicap*
(Required)

Name:__________________________ ________________________ ______________
Address:________________________ ________________________ ______________
_______________________________ ________________________ ______________
Phone: (H)__________(W)___________ ________________________ ______________
Please Return to Glenn Murphy, c/o Jack Evans Chevrolet
125 S. Royal Ave., Front Royal, VA 22630

formation on sponsorship, contact Martha Buracker at Buracker
Construction LLC 540-636-1879
or via e-mail at buracker@comcast.net or contact Bunky Woods
at 635-1636 or arthur_woodsiv@
yahoo.com.
Donations for the auctions are
also being sought. Tickets to dinner, tickets to a play or sporting
event or any other item that you
can think of that would of interest to someone else. If you have a
retail business, donate something
from your business and advertise
your business. For questions or
donations regarding the silent
auction, contact Donna Knox
at 540-636-2202 or via e-mail at
knoxes04@yahoo.com.
For those interested in volunteering to help at the event, help
is needed in the following areas:
Parking, Silent Auction, Set-up,
Clean-up and more. Contact Tom
Eshelman at 540-631-4988 or 540
636-4767 or via e-mail at eshy@
comcast.net, or Dennis Grove at
dgrove3@comcast.net or 540671-1555 or Janice Weatherholtz
at 540-635-7276 or via e-mail
at janw52@embarqmail.com or
Rosemary Comstock at 540 6318277.
Finally, financial donations can
be made online with PayPal. People can become a member of
Team Debbie for $10. A donation
in any amount would be gratefully
accepted. You can also mail your
donation to: Debbie Llewellyn
Recovery Fund, c/o Rae Wines,
Wachovia Bank, 232 N. Royal
Avenue, Front Royal, VA 22630.
437-A South Royal Avenue
Front Royal, VA 22630

540-635-9808

www.samsneadrealty.com • Fax: 540-635-7128 • Toll Free: 800-292-3548

482 Shenandoah Valley Drive Front Royal, VA

HIGH KNOB COMMUNITY,
VIEWS
year round, breathtaking. Quiet mountain setting. Gated
community. Executive quality home.
Would make a
great mountain getaway or full time
residence. Lots of
extra storage with a fully finished basement. Many upgrades
show like new. Many built in features. Listing Agent: Sam Snead

MLS#WR7207150 • $399,500
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Town government

You are served – council flees, fumes, threatens
Responses citing grounds for defense expected to be filed by Aug. 9
(yet.)
Newly installed Mayor Tim Darr
asked Arena if he could wait until after the closed session which
the mayor promised would only
last “about five minutes.” Arena
slowed for a moment before placing the next folder in front of
Holloway. As Arena proceeded
around the mayor toward his final two targets, Holloway threw
his hands into the air in exasperation.
FRPD Lt. Keller (presumably

By Dan McDermott
Warren County Report
FRONT ROYAL, Va. — July
22, 2010 — Three members of
Front Royal Town Council and
the Town Attorney (for the town)
were served with legal documents
naming them as defendants in a
$30-million civil suit at a Town
Hall work session July 19, protesting the whole while.
“Lock ’em up,” said newly installed Councilman Hollis Tharpe as process server John Arena
calmly went about his business
as Town Police Lt. Clint Keller
briskly raced up from behind.
The council had just voted to
go into a closed session to discuss their lawsuit with the town
attorney (an item conspicuously
absent from the agenda) and it
appeared to some that one meet-

ing had ended but another had
not yet begun as spectators, staff
and reporters began packing their
items up to leave.
At this point, process server
Arena, 6-foot-9-inches tall and
armed with size 18 feet and four
154-page copies of a lawsuit that
could cost Front Royal taxpayers
millions, casually sprung into action.
Arena first placed a folder in
front of Town Attorney Thomas
R. Robinett, thus serving notice
to the town government, and
walked away. Expressing some
consternation Robinett said, “Sir,
you are going to interrupt a public meeting?”
Arena said nothing and methodically proceeded around the
table toward his next target, Vice
Mayor Chris W. Holloway. Holloway sat and didn’t say anything

Watch Online!

there to beef up the security normally provided solely by Chief
Richard Furr) moved up behind
Arena as Furr stood guard at the
other side of the table.
Councilman Tharpe (perhaps
emboldened since he wasn’t on
Arena’s $30 million hit list) issued
some advice to Arena and instructions for Keller. “You’ve been
warned. Lock him up,” Tharpe
said in a most serious tone.
At this point target 3, Councilman Sayre (who had been duck-

Your Values,
Your Business.

ing behind people throughout the
meeting to avoid our reporter’s
camera) got up and walked to the
far end of the meeting table to flee
Arena and his intimidating folders. Councilman Carson Lauder,
target 4, sat calmly and took it like
a man. Even calmer, considering
he was being threatened with jail
by one councilman, being asked
to wait by a mayor and town attorney and chased – albeit slowly
– by one of the top two officials
of the town police department,

Social
Responsibility

Co-ops make social responsibility look easy because it’s
at the heart of what they do. Co-ops care about the
world in which we live and know that this way of doing
business is the best way to bring about economic and
social change.
Whether it’s selling fair trade products, offering local
produce and goods, making use of environmentally-friendly
processes or helping those in need to eliminate poverty,
co-ops take their role in our global society seriously.
That’s what we mean when we say “co-ops turn values
into good business.”

800.552.3904
www.myrec.coop
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Town government
Arena simply proceeded to slowly
walk around the table to drop the
last two lawsuits of a lifetime in
front of Lauder and at Sayre’s suddenly vacated seat. With Sayre out
of camera range at the far end of
the table, Arena appears to make
eye contact, says, “Mr. Sayre,” and
drops his final packet at Sayre’s
place.
Arena, followed closely by Lt.
Keller, then calmly walked out of
the room and the building.
Mayor Darr (who is not an attorney and may not have realized that the serving had been
completed once the packets were
placed in front of the recipients)
asked Chief Furr to return the
complaints to Arena.
“He’s going to jail. He can’t take
them to jail,” offered Tharpe, unaware that Arena had committed no crime and already left the
building.
Town Attorney Robinett, realizing the deed had been done, suggested they keep the thick folders.

As the only person in the room
with a video camera, I stayed to
capture all this, apparently drawing the ire of target 2 Holloway
who turned to me and said, “Hey
Dan, this is a closed meeting,”
while raising his eyebrows almost
to his scalp and jabbing at the air
toward the door with his pen.
“I’m leaving, chill out buddy,”
I said to Holloway as I slowly
packed up my things and kept
the camera rolling for a few more
precious seconds.
Council then went into closed
session to discuss the lawsuit
and were perhaps advised on the
matter for the last time by Town
Attorney Robinett, who’s own
packet probably contained a letter from Attorney David W. Silek
warning that Robinett would be
called as a witness in the case and
would most likely be deposed,
likely making it improper for
him to offer any further advice or
counsel on the case to his clients.
Defense responses to the lawsuit must be filed within 21 cal-
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endar days, making Aug. 9 that
deadline.
Responding to this reporter
and Roger Bianchini’s comments
on his actions during the process
serving on WZRV’s The News at
Noon on July 20, Sayre explained
by e-mail, “It appeared to me he
[Arena] might be arrested on the
spot and I got out of the way in
case there was an altercation.”
Sayre has not yet responded
to our follow up question about
leaving a considerably older codefendant, Carson Lauder, to
fend for himself had such an altercation, as unlikely as it seemed,
occurred.
As for council criticism on the
method of the serving and his notifying the media in advance of it,
SolAVerde attorney David Silek
told us, “It is no different than
when the police alert the press
about a high profile suspect being
“perc walked” in front of cameras.
“They chose to publicly defame
my clients and they chose this

YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE FOR:
• New and Gently Read Books
• CDs & DVDs
• Distinctive Virginia Food & Beverage Products
• Unique Gift Items and Souvenirs
• Local and Regional Art and Craft Items
• Exclusive Shenandoah Valley Retailer of Miche Bags
Hardcover and paperback best sellers always available at
10% off cover price.

Current Offers & Specials:
• Buy one young adult or children’s item, get the second at 50% off.
Includes books, toys, games & plush. Offer good until August 1.
• Book club members always receive 20% off the club’s current
selection. Ask for more details.

120A East Main Street
631-7223

Monday - Wednesday 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Thursday - Saturday 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Sunday Noon - 5:00 PM

15% off entire purchase with this coupon.
(Excludes art and Miche Bags)
cannot be combined with other offers

process. We publicly asked for a
retraction on several occasions
and that a settlement be offered.
I have repeatedly asked that the
source of the leak man up and
come forward. To me, the only
reason that person or persons
haven’t yet come forward is self
interest. They have put their individual self interest above that
of the Town of Front Royal and
exposed all of the town to liability
– that’s how selfish that person
is.”
“If the public wants that kind of
representation then as they say,
people get the government they
deserve. But I can’t imagine the
public wants that kind of representation,” Silek concluded.

Asked about Sayre’s explanation
of his actions in being served, Silek
said, “I think the video speaks for
itself. It is far more telling than
anyone’s attempt at self-justification.”
Dan McDermott:
editor@warrencountyreport.com

LIVE STRING BAND
MUSIC FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Weddings, Birthdays,
Anniversaries,
Serenades,
Special Events

Call John Kovac

635-2534
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Publisher’s note: We have received
the following online responses to
our posted video of the lawsuit
serving at the end of the July 19
work session:
On July 19, 2010 at 11:00 pm
Slamdunk said:
I love it when politicians play
the police–makes for great comedy.
On July 20, 2010 at 10:48 am cecfr2012 said:
Thank you Dan! Your quick
thinking and timely reporting
made it possible for the Town
Citizens to get a rare glance at
how our “Ethical” Councilman
behave when faced with the consequences of their actions. Good
Job and keep up the good work.
On July 20, 2010 at 1:07 pm lucydog said:
Is Sayre auditioning for the
Keystone Cops?
On July 20, 2010 at 1:54 pm
Come_on_already said:
wow….I dont really know what
to say…our elected councilmen
should be ashamed at how they
handled themselves while being
legally served…..it looked like it
was a reality TV show with Tom
Sayre running around the table.
Is this what good ‘ol Front Royal
has become??! Tharpe saying ”
LOCK ‘EM UP! “.. just seemed to
add to all the unnecessary drama
( and was kinda funny in a way….
he must have been trying to make
light of the situation, right??)….
kudos to Mr. Lauder for seemingly having a good sense of humor
with things. It will be interesting
to see what comes out of the lawsuit…I mean…..we have a great
whodunnit mystery here right??
whoooooo leaked the files….I
would place a bet on Sayre based
just on his actions of running
around the table like the processor had cooties or something…..
very interesting soap-opera….
can’t wait for the next installment
of “As Front Royal Turns”
On July 20, 2010 at 2:35 pm zuesifur said:
You know, the only thing that
was missing was the 4th stooge
performing the eye poke or the
nose whack! I was trying to be
optimistic that a new group of
guys might mean a new council,
but I watched the video. Maybe,
just maybe, if our representatives

practiced a little more transparency, and a little less good ole boy
closed session work, they wouldn’t
have so much to hide. It’s Front
Royal guys, not the CIA! Just exhale. I truly believe it is time that
the taxpayers and residents were
duly represented by people who
have the community’s best interest at heart and not their own. You
are laughing stocks and you make
a mockery of the offices that you
hold. We deserve better. Man up
to your mistakes, make amends,
and learn something from the
experience. Follow procedures,
remember what your job is, and
try in the future to actually do the
right thing!
On July 20, 2010 at 3:14 pm Gar
said:
I have to say how impressive
Mr. Arena was in that video.
Calm and collected, completely
un-cowed by the tantrums of the
elected officials.
Reply
On July 21, 2010 at 9:04 am cecfrNOW said:
The Next Town Council Meeting is Monday. Let’s get the word
out and flood the council chambers with “concerned” citizens of
Front Royal and let the Council
know that we will no longer sit
idly by and allow a few elected
councilmen tarnish the good
name of our town. It is time for
the citizens to demand action.
Demand the resignation of all
three councilmen involved in
this 30-million-dollar slap in the
face of Front Royal. Good People
have been slandered. Good business men’s reputations have been
tarnished. Front Royal is soon
becoming the laughing stock of
the State, if not the Nation. It is
time that the Town and its citizens separate themselves from
the three clowns!
On July 22, 2010 at 9:26 am cecfrNOW said:
Again it is good to see these
comments. But please consider
putting them into real action.
Come to the meeting on this
Monday. The Council Members
only understand one thing. What
the Public thinks of them. And
if enough members of the public shows up to complain and let
their voices be heard it will have
an impact. So please consider
coming and voicing your displeasure at the council members
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The public speaks
named in this suit and spread the
word around and let’s flood the
council chambers.
On July 21, 2010 at 12:25 pm
Carl Longmire said:
Well, look on the positive side.
Now that the AP news group
has gotten hold of this flap and
now circulated in some leading
national and worldwide magazines that maybe just maybe the
Tourism may pickup. Maybe that
could put us on the map “Oh look
honey, isn’t that the councilman/
Lawyer who is getting sued that
we read about in Forbes magazine. Maybe Lindsay [Lohan]
may give Sayre or Robinett a call.
She’s having a tough time keeping lawyers.
On July 21, 2010 at 12:36 pm
Chuck Williams said:
I miss the good old days when
men like Walter Duncan, Charlie Russell, Doug Hamner, Paul
Hockman, and Mayor Lillard ran
this town! You didn’t have to look
hard for example of ethics and

decency. It was evident in everything they did.
On July 20, 2010 at 8:41 pm Carl
Longmire said:
With Sayre and Robinett being seasoned lawyers one would
think these two would have been
the wiser of the group. It’s obvious we had poor decision making from both and one reason
the town now faces this situation.
When will we as citizens of this
small community get it right and
elect the right people to represent our best interests instead of
their own agenda. It appears the
departing council members had
an opportunity to put the TOFR
on the map for renewable power
and they let their own interests
dictate their decision making.
Let’s hope the incoming council
leads this community in the right
direction for growth and prosperity.
On July 21, 2010 at 7:37 am
Emma Thompson said:
The only person that looks fool-
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The public speaks
ish in this charade is the man at
the center who directed this
whole charade!! Silek alerted the
press of exactly what was going to
happen and didn’t have the common courtesy of doing business
in an appropriate manner. People
talk about best interests and people with their own agendas?? My
finger points at Silek. What a disgrace to all hard working people
in the legal field!! Shame on you!!
Replies:
•
On July 21, 2010 at 9:10
am cecfrNOW said:
Let’s point the finger directly at the parties who are
responsible for this mess.
One Member of Council
decided to break the trust
of the People. He chose to
leak a confidential memo to
the press. If not for that one
action we would not be discussing this mess today. Silek
is a man who cares about this
town and its citizens. He was
right to serve those men in
front of the cameras. And for
that he should be thanked.
He was right to shine a spot
light on those three men who
have kept this disgrace in the
spotlight. Shame on the man
who leaked the memo and
congrats to Silek for having
the courage to do the right
thing. It is imperative that
the town and its citizens separate themselves from the
clowns who have brought
this shame down upon us
and our town.
• On July 21, 2010 at 2:19
pm Mr. Wines said:
If you think that Silek
cares about the citizens, then
I have a bridge to sell you.
The reason we are discussing this mess is greed. Silek is
not bringing this law suit for
free. Ask him what his take
is, or maybe that is confidential. Seriously, grow up. Two
wrongs doesn’t make a right.
• On July 21, 2010 at 2:28
pm Emma Thompson said:
Kudos – Mr. Wines!!!
Silek and a few others have
made it their mission to make
the Town of Front Royal look
like a bunch of clowns! When
you are a person in the public
eye it is very hard to defend
yourselves against predators

hell bent on ruining you.
Tarnishing reputations? That
is exactly what Silek and his
co-horts are doing.

making the three members of
council look like clowns are
the council members themselves. We do not have to do
anything. But the time has
come to do something. This
unethical self serving crap
needs to stop and it needs
to stop now. The Reputation
of the town is at stake. We
should all demand better of
our town and of our elected
officials. Loyalty to certain
Council Members should be
put aside and the good of the
town and its reputation put
it its place.

• On July 22, 2010 at 7:34
am Publicus said:
Emma dear, they don’t
need Silek to make them
look like a bunch of clowns,
they can and continue to do
that all by themselves.
• On July 22, 2010 at 9:16
am cecfrNOW said:
I still stand by my original reply. As Mr. Silek has
pointed out time and time
again he gave those three
councilmen plenty of chances to “Man up” and accept
responsibility for their actions. They refused to do so.
I say to any of those men who
are named in the lawsuit,
“Please, if you had nothing
to do with the leaking of the
confidential memo and the
accusation of bribes offered
SEPARATE yourselves from
the rest of the clowns!! And
for the record the only ones

On July 21, 2010 at 12:59 pm
Carl Longmire said:
Yep, no in depth knowledge or
wisdom is what we’re seeing in
our leaders. I miss the old days as
well.
On July 22, 2010 at 7:30 am Publicus said:
Emily (Emma) and a few others
seem to be victims of this modern belief that those who seek to
hold others accountable for their
actions are, or in this case, Silek,
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is the wrongdoer. What freaking
planet do you live on? Silek didn’t
start this fight or cause the problem. Sayre, Holloway, Lauder, and
Robinett started the fight, which
as it turns out is a fight i bet they
wish they had not started . Poe
and Horton did as they ought to
have done, they hired a lawyer,
who just happens to be far more
articulate than Sayre and the others and who will stand up for his
clients. Who cares what Silek is
paid? It is nobody’s business but
Poe and Horton what they pay
him. I would not want a pro bono
lawyer. Remember, you get what
you for.
What the Town and these
councilmen did was wrong. Maybe they should have apologized
months ago and this could have
been avoided, but they didn’t.
Did they? Put the blame where
the blame is due, right on the
shoulders of the Town, Sayre,

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Don’t
gnash those pearly whites because you
might have to delay your plans. This
could give the Lucky Lamb a better
perspective of what’s been done, and
what still needs doing.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Scoring financial bull’s-eyes is easy for the
focused Bovine who knows the ins and
outs of the marketplace. But even with
your success record, caution is still the
watchword.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Watch
that tendency to over-romanticize a situation that should be given closer
scrutiny. Better to be suspicious now
and ask for an explanation, or face a
sad surprise later.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Bruised self-confidence can make
things difficult unless you accept the
fact that you have what it takes. Ignore
the critics and concentrate on believing
in yourself. Good luck.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Congratulations on what you’ve accomplished.
But this is no time to curl up for some
serious catnapping. Your rivals are
probably already working on plans to
overtake your lead.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Your adventurous side wants to
play a more dominant role this week,
and you might want to oblige. Try to
arrange for some getaway time with

Holloway, Lauder, and Robinett.
To Messers Poe, Horton and Silek
– Go get ‘em. Hold the good ‘ol
boys accountable for once. They
have insurance.

1998 Toyota Camry

SOLD!!!
From this
paper!
For Sale by owner.
Good condition, runs great, new
inspection, new brakes, great gas
mileage, interior clean and GC,
A/C,AM/FM/CASS,
T/C/PWR-WL, Auto, 4-cyl, 117,500K, full size
spare, Kelly blue book valued @
$5,700... available now for $4,500!
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that special person.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Taking logical approaches to pesky
workplace issues can help resolve even
long-standing problems. A shift in policy might catch you by surprise. Be
alert to signs of change.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) Your kindness and compassion
are exactly what are needed in dealing
with an awkward situation in the early
part of the week. Share the weekend
fun with family and friends.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Keeping your focus
straight and true is a good way of getting your points across. Save any variations for a later time. The musical arts
are important this weekend.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19) Reject advice to cut corners in
reaching your goal. Better to take a little more time to do the job as you
promised. You’ll gain new respect for
your honesty and integrity.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) Don’t allow a troublesome situation to grow so big that it will be
increasingly difficult to deal with. The
sooner you speak up, the sooner everyone will be able to benefit.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
Confronting someone who is making a
lot of mistakes could be the kindest
thing you can do both for that person
and for anyone who could be adversely
affected by the errors.
BORN THIS WEEK:You absolutely glow when you see beautiful things,
and everyone around you is warmed by
your light.
© 2010 King Features Synd., Inc.
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AMP pitches familiar solar proposal to town
Carnival sideshow surrounds serving of solar ‘bribe’ legal papers

American Municipal Power official Pam Sullivan appears to be gesturing toward Councilman Tom Sayre
as she explains 8-megawatt solar field proposal for
Front Royal (I know Pam, I get that urge all the time
myself).
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
At a July 19 work session AMPOhio made its final pitch to the
Town of Front Royal to be a participant and the municipal energy
cooperative’s first host site in development of a solar energy option
to its network of some 130 municipalities. AMP hopes to develop as
much as 300 megawatts of solar
power throughout its energy cooperative within the next several

years. That development is being
made in partnership with Standard
Energy, from whom the American
Municipal Power network will
purchase the solar power.
AMP Vice President of Marketing and Operations Pam Sullivan
presented town council and staff
with a work session power point
summarizing costs, logistics and
timetables surrounding development of an 8 megawatt solar power field in Front Royal. That field
would stand on about 26 acres

LIMITED TIME
ONLY!

Home Equity rates
starting at 4.99%. We will
pay your closing cost.
540-635-7133
Rate subject to change without notice. Membership required and qualifications apply. If you borrow
$10,000.00 at 4.99% APR for 5 years your approximate
payment would be $188.76. Member is responsible for
appraisal and flood determination fee. APR = Annual
Percentage Rate.

of land, likely on either released
property at the Royal PhoenixAvtex site or in the Happy Creek
Technology Park.
Details presented ranged from
the fact that solar on-peak production outperforms another developing sustainable energy system,
wind; a base $85 per megawatt
hour cost that can be brought
down further to host communities
due to the absence of transmission
fees and the implementation of Renewable Energy Credits.
Recent new reports indicate other future governmental variables
ranging from higher mandated
sustainable energy ratios in energy
portfolios to government grants
such as the federal one recently
announced by President Obama
for a large solar array in the west
that will feed 80,000 homes.
Costs to host communities appeared to be limited to connecting
the solar site power plant to transformers built by Standard energy
to move the non-local energy into
the regional grid. Details of costs
and expenses are being assembled
as the town moves toward a decision.
Responding to questions, Sullivan explained that site surveys
and other preliminary planning
for a solar field are farther along in
Front Royal than any other AMP
member municipality. That is why
Front Royal is projected as AMP’s

Lucky Star

first solar power site if it elects to
participate.
“It sounds a lot like our proposal,”
SolAVerde partner Greg Horton
commented to this reporter as he
listened to Sullivan’s power point
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summary. Horton and local SolAVerde partner Donnie Poe were
interested observers at the council
work session. Several other members of the public, who identified
themselves as friends of Horton
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and Poe also observed the work
session.
AMP solar plans are in partnership with SolAVerde corporate “offspring” Standard Energy.
Standard Energy was formed in
October-November 2009 out of a
combining of interests from Middleburg finance company TrueCast
Capital, Maryland-based Standard
Solar and SolAVerde. Original
SolAVerde principal Willi Lauterbach has moved to a position
in Standard Energy, leaving local
partners Horton and Poe holding
the ongoing interest in SolAVerde.
Horton also owns Artic Air, a local
air conditioning and refrigeration
company and Poe owns his own
local construction company.
Originally SolAVerde was developed as a solar panel installment
company targeting municipal

JENN ERATIONS
Hair Studio
Salon, Spa & Barber services

Royal Plaza
Shopping Center

Front Royal

540.631.1177

www.jennerationshairstudio.com

buildings and residential homes.
The expanded notion of a publicprivate solar power partnership
developed after Warren County
Administrator Doug Stanley referred SolAVerde’s Lauterbach
and Horton to the town government and its electric department.
Town Manager Michael Graham
then expanded on the notion the
town’s electric department could
be utilized to broaden the scope of
the original SolAVerde plan into a
public-private energy production
partnership. – The rest, as they say,
is history ... and not a very pretty
one at that.
Solar sub plot
SolAVerde attorney David Silek
filed a $31-million lawsuit against
the town and three sitting councilmen on July 15 (see related stories).
Quite a commotion was created in
the interim between the adjourned
work session and moving to a just
added closed session to discuss the
lawsuit when legal process server
John Arena served Town Attorney Tom Robinett (for the town)
and Councilmen Chris Holloway,
Thomas Sayre and Carson Lauder with those lawsuits. (See Dan
McDermott’s telling description
of the event in this issue, as well as

Town solar decision

video of the actual serving on our
website. – If as they say a picture is
worth a thousand words, this video must be worth a million). The
defendants have 21 calendar days
from the time they are served to
respond to the suit.
You’re in or you’re out
Sullivan later told us AMP would
expect a yea or nay response from
the town by Sept. 1.
As AMP Senior Director of
Communications Kent Carson
told us on June 9, one day after
the Standard partnership was announced, “We certainly hope to
move forward in Front Royal but
you’d have to talk to them about
whether that will happen or not.
But this doesn’t hinge on any one
community’s participation. We
have 128 communities in 6 states
and our contract with Standard
Energy does not hinge on any one
of those members’ participation.”
Apparently now AMP will seek
immediate movement toward that
answer within approximately 30
days.
The smart money
This is just a guess, but with the
post-election council stars aligned

Greg Horton leans forward attentively as AMP-Ohio’s
solar plan for Front Royal is discussed. Local SolAVerde partner Donnie Poe, cowboy hat, flanks EDA officials and other spectators at the door. Horton and
Poe have a $31-million civil suit filed against the town
and three councilmen alleging defamation of character and interference with a business contract related
to original solar proposal brought here in 2009.
as they are; and bad lawsuit blood
boiling between the town, or certain elements of it, and “SolAVerde, Standard Energy, Standard
Solar or whatever it’s called these
days” as the town attorney has referenced it on occasion – the smart
money says that the chance of any
solar power being produced in

Front Royal will die a painful death
by Sept. 1. – Unless of course
certain councilmen engage in a
perceived legally and politically
advantageous flip-flop, essentially
stating – “See, we were for solar all
along – why they be suing us?!!?”
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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Attempt to skirt RR crossing barrier fatal for local driver
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

The woman killed on July 21st
in an automobile collision with a
train crossing Fairgrounds Road
on Warren County’s northside
has been identified as 52-yearold Bonita Lynn Brewer.
Virginia State Police Public Information Officer Sgt. Les Tyler
said Brewer had been identified
as having a Front Royal address
but that he had no further specifics about that address. Tyler said
Trooper P. Neff is handling the accident investigation for the state
police and that Norfolk Southern
Railroad also had its own investigators at the scene.
Tyler said eyewitnesses stated
that Brewer was attempting to
cross the double track system despite both red flashing warning

lights and gates that had come
down to block vehicular traffic across the tracks as a southbound Norfolk Southern train
approached Fairgrounds Road in
the Rockland area around 3:30
p.m. Tyler said a northbound
train was stopped near the crossing at the time of the fatal accident and it is being determined
whether Brewer’s vision of the
moving, southbound train might
have been obscured by the stationary train.
The double track system in that
and other areas of the county has
been installed in the past year to
facilitate train movement and reduce motorists waits, particularly
as cargo trains wait to enter the
Inland Port and other businesses
in the county’s northside industrial corridor.
Brewer was driving a 2002

Chevrolet Monte Carlo and had
crossed one set of tracks traveling eastbound when she was
struck by the southbound train
on the second set of tracks. Brewer’s body was covered by a sheet
outside of her damaged car at the
scene. Tyler said he was not sure
if Brewer had been thrown from
her car by the impact or had been
moved to the spot where her
body lay at the scene.
There were no passengers in
Brewer’s vehicle when the accident occurred and no one on the
train was injured, Tyler said. Apparently the collision caused an
emergency braking system on the
train to kick in, bringing the train
to a halt.
Warren County Emergency
dispatch received the call at 3:37
p.m. The accident occurred approximately six miles north of

Front Royal in the Rockland area,
about two miles east of the Fairgrounds Road intersection with
Route 340/522 North.
Tyler said that based on the eye-

witness information and death of
the victim, no charges were anticipated being filed as a result of
the accident.
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com

WE BUY USED CARS!!!
Ready to sell your nice used vehicle?
Give us a chance to bid on it.
We are looking for nice, clean cars
and trucks.

(540) 635-2156

www.JEChevy.com

9 Commerce Avenue • Front Royal, VA 22630
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Girls softball

Fast-pitch softball champs head to Florida regionals
12-Under Virginia champs and 10-Under Babe Ruth runner ups head south

Warren County’s 12-and-Under Babe Ruth League fast
pitch Softball Virginia State Champions celebrate
with trophy and practice at Chimney Field readying
for regionals.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
In the wake of last weekends
(July 17-18) fundraising events
two local Babe Ruth League girls
fast pitch softball teams representing the Warren County Girls
Softball Association are off to the
Southeast Regional Tournament
in Alamonte Springs, Florida,
near Tampa this week.
Both teams did their community proud in Richmond at the
State Tournament. The Front
Royal 12-and-Under girls won
the Virginia State Championship
and the 10-and-Under team was
runner up, earning a regional
berth as the state’s second place
qualifier from divisions representing nearly 270 Babe Ruth
League teams throughout the
state. Both teams are anticipating expenses of around $10,000
to cover transportation, accom-

modations, meals and miscellaneous tournament expenses for
the teams, coaches and family
members able to make the trip.
Roster, 12-U Virginia State
Champions:
Michala Caison, Emma Wright,
Carrie Robinson (State Tourney MVP), Caitlyn Manuel, Myranda Garber, Makela Dawkins,
Samantha Santmyers, Victoria
Hamilton, Savannah Jones, Samantha Swecker, Ashley Williams, Amanda Kresge. Coach
Todd Robinson noted that unfortunately two players, Manuel and
Jones will not be able to make the
trips due to other family commitments.
State Results, 12 and Under:
Glen Allen, W 2-1;
New Kent, L 10-1;
Varina, W 7-0;
Shenandoah, W 4-3;
Albemarle, W 10-0;
Championship Round

The 10-and Under Virginia State fast pitch softball
Runner-ups get ready for their regional run
New Kent, W 4-1;
New Kent, W 3-2
Roster, 10-U Virginia State Runner Ups:
Annslee Cockrell, Natasha Grayson, Tamara Grayson, Kima
Robinson, Georgia Romer, Kelsi
Caison, Myrissa Garber, Rachel
Sirbaugh, Camryn Greene, Jayda
Saulsbury, Savannah Haffer, Lissette Maya, Libby Hipple and
Karlee LeHew. As with the 12
and Unders, Coaches Mike Haffer and Angie Caison noted some
loss of personnel – Maya, Hipple
and LeHew – for the trip due to
other family commitments and
circumstances.
State Results, 10 and Under:
West Loudoun, W 17-7;
Glen Allen, L 6-0;
Albemarle, W 9-3;
Skyline, W 7-3;
Rockville, W 10-5;
Championship Round
Glen Allen, L 8-2;
Congratulations to all the players and coaches for jobs well done
– GO GIRLS!!! You can keep up

with Regional Tournament results and info at the official tourney website: altamontesports.
org/softballregional.php
Warren’s 12-U Virginia State
Champions were slated to begin
North Division Regional Pool
play on Wednesday at 6 p.m. versus Kinston Lenoir, NC. While
the team was listed with an 0-1
record after the first day, no score
or game was posted for the team.
Other North Division teams include Creeks, St. John’s, FLA.;
and West Ashley, Charleston, SC.
One North Division team has already announced its forfeit of a
place in the tournament due to
the same financial and personnel
issues faced by all teams at this
point.
South Division teams include the
host Altamonte Springs, FLA,
Marshall County, TENN, New
Kent, VA, and Orange Park,
FLA.
The 12-U Regional Championship Round begins Saturday,
July 24 at the Seminole Softball

Complex with the Championship
game at 8 a.m. on Sunday, July 25
at the same location.
Warren’s 10-U Virginia State
Runner Ups began South Division Regional Pool play with a
9-5 loss to West McDowell, NC.
Other South Division teams include host Alamonte Springs,
FLA; Marshall County, TENN;
Down East, Smyma, NC.
North Division teams include
Ponte Vedra, FLA; Pitt County,
NC, Ocala, FLA; Goose Creek,
SC; and Glen Allen, VA. There
was also one team forfeit announced at the 10-U level.
The Regional Championship
Round at 6 p.m. on Saturday at
Merrill Park and concludes with
the Championship game at noon
on Sunday, July 25, also at Merrill
Park Field.
Contacts:
12-U – Aletha Craig, 540 6710466 or Buzzy Williams, 540 6364787 or 540 335-6442;
10-U – the league may be contacted at 540 974-9879.

Ivy Lodge
Gift Shop
101 Chester Street
Front Royal, VA
(540) 636-1446
Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4 pm

Great Gift Ideas, including:
Books, Pewter, Brass & Pottery
Locally Handcrafted Gift Items
& Much More

Proceeds benefit the Warren Heritage Society

Commercial • Residential – Generations of experience

Asphalt Solutions
1-800-980-2023
Same day FREE Estimates

Paving • Patching • Tar & Chip • Concrete • Repairs

$3.75 sqf

$14.50 sqf

$1.70 sqf

$8.00 sqf

CALL US!

Thick Coat
Driveway
sealcoating with
sandmix. FREE
hot tar crack
repair with any
sealcoating!
FREE Crack Repair
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Lyme disease here, there and everywhere
The mystery affliction – symptoms, diagnosis and prevention

From left to right: The deer tick (Ixodes scapularis)
adult female, adult male, nymph, and larva on a centimeter scale. Note: Tick larvae do not transmit Lyme
disease Photo courtesy of CDC.
By Carol Ballard
Warren County Report
Unsuspecting, otherwise healthy
humans are being brought down by
Lyme disease carried by a tick no
bigger than the head of a pin.
And some of these ticks live in
Warren County.
When contacted recently in Richmond, David Gaines, PhD, State
Public Health Entomologist agreed
we have a problem.
“Lyme disease is rampant in northern Virginia and that includes Warren County,” he said.
Gaines, Virginia’s top entomologist
gave some statistics on the presence
of the disease in our area. Statistics
from the Virginia Department of
Health’s Division of Environmental
Epidemiology reveal that reported
cases of Lyme disease were down
in Warren County in 2009, with

48 reported in 2008 and only 5 in
2009. Even though statewide there
has been a decline in case counts,
with 959 cases in 2007, 933 in 2008
and 908 in 2009, some areas in the
southern parts of the Shenandoah
Valley still report increases.
However, the numbers of Lyme
disease patients on record are not
always an accurate indication of the
actual number of cases due to several factors, including a failure to seek
early medical help, missed diagnosis, or a failure to report possible tick
exposure by patients once they seek
treatment for symptoms often masking other conditions.
The disease has been called “The
Great Imitator” because of its ability to mimic other diseases. A huge
number of people, “tens of thousands” according to a documentary
called “Under Our Skin”, have been
undiagnosed or misdiagnosed with

such ailments as arthritis, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, ALS and multiple sclerosis.
Controversy remains about the
most effective blood tests and types
and length of treatment. So, potential patients should educate themselves and be very clear with their
health care providers about what
symptoms they are experiencing.
Early treatment is advised at the
outset of any potential Lyme symptoms.
Differences in reporting systems in
individual physician’s offices can also
be a factor state entomologist Gaines
says, though he points out, “Doctors
have been legally required to report
their cases to the local health departments who report to the state, since
1989.”
How to spot it
First of all, you may not even see a
tick but you may see a circular rash
called erythemamigranse or EM,
also known as a bull’s-eye or target.
According to the CDC, the rash occurs in approximately 70-80 percent
of infected people and begins at the
site of a tick bite after a delay of 3-30
days. The rash can gradually expand
over a period of several days, and
may reach up to 12 inches across.
However there is the chance you
may not even see a rash.
In many cases since the nymph
stage is so small, you may not be
aware of its presence or bite and
outward signs like the bull’s-eye rash
may not appear before uncomfortable or painful physical effects are
felt.
Symptoms of fatigue, chills, fever,
headache, muscle and joint aches,
and swollen lymph nodes are some

of the many signs of infection.
If it is not treated, the infection may
spread to other parts of the body after several weeks. This can produce a
number of other symptoms that may
appear separately, including loss of
muscle tone on one or both sides of
the face, severe headaches and neck
stiffness, shooting pains, heart palpitations, dizziness and pain that move
from joint to joint.
After several months about 60 percent of untreated cases begin to have
intermittent bouts of arthritis with
severe joint pain and swelling and up
to five percent of untreated cases may
develop neurological complaints.
The CDC cautions you to contact
your physician if you have been in an
area that may contain ticks and experience any of these symptoms. State
that you may have been bitten by a
tick. This is extremely important because the diagnosis of Lyme disease
is usually based on symptoms and a
history of tick exposure.
If a tick is attached to the skin for
less than 24 hours, the chance of getting Lyme disease is less. To prevent
infection, people need to check daily
for ticks. If you can see one, and if attached, remove it immediately. The
tick should be pulled gently away

Natural Art
Garden Center

Valley’s Best Selection
of Perennials, Trees,
Shrubs, Evergreens &
The Unusual

from the skin with tweezers and
pulled straight up, not twisted.
Don’t use petroleum jelly or a hot
match to kill and remove a tick.
These methods don’t get the tick off
your skin, and can cause the insect
to burrow deeper and release more

Royal Family

Bowling Center
Behind Gateway Plaze
Rt. 522 So., Front Royal
540-636-3113
$2.00 game Monday

Come out & play in the dark
Friday & Saturday 11pm-1am

Bowl & Lunch Special
11am - 3pm Monday-Friday
F R E E Shoe Rental
Bowl 2 Games • Choice of
Lunch Combo Meal
All for

$9.49 per person

We are now a
nonsmoking facility with a
smoking lounge

(540) 436-3130
27358 Old Valley Pike, Toms Brook, VA

(Expires 8/5/2010)

person
RENT-A-LANE $10 per

Sat & Sun ONLY 12 noon-2pm
2 HOURS UNLIMITED Bowling
Up to 8 people per lane

Birthday
Parties!

Corporate
Outings!

royalfamilybowl.com
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saliva which increases the chances of
disease transmission. You may want
to save the tick in a jar of alcohol to
show your physician.
If there are any signs or symptoms
of Lyme disease, though, call your
physician immediately. There is currently no vaccine for Lyme disease.
There is one for some animals, however. Check with your veterinarian
about the vaccine and what symptoms to look for in pets. Dogs, cats
and horses also can get Lyme disease.

•
•

Prevention

•

•

•

•

•

These guidelines from the Virginia Department of Health can
also be found on their official
website at www.vdh.virginia.
gov
Avoid tick infested areas, such
as tall grass and dense vegetation in forests and along forest
margins.
When in potential tick habitats,

•

•

tick-specific repellants may be
used according to manufacturer’s instructions, such as those
containing DEET and/or permethrin. (apply permethrin
to shoes and clothing only,
not skin) Be sure to follow the
label’s instructions when using
any repellent.
Wear light colored clothing so
that ticks are easier to see and
remove.
Tuck pant legs into socks to
prevent ticks from crawling up
under the pants.
Wear long-sleeved shirts buttoned at the wrists.
Conduct tick checks on yourself, your children, and pets
within a few hours of exposure
to a tick infested area.
Remove any attached ticks
promptly by gripping the tick
with tweezers as close to the
skin as possible and using a
gentle steady pulling action.
Protect hands with gloves, cloth

Anytime Fitness invites you to attend a Fitness Fair

Saturday, July 24 from 11am - 2pm.

Come by the gym located at Riverton Commons and meet the trainers, check out all the
classes (Zumba, Yoga, Pilates, Kettlebell) and test drive a few pieces of equipment.
Valley Health will be on site to perform health screenings.
Free massages, education and screenings will be offered by Healthsource Chiropractic &
Progressive Rehab.

Call today 540-636-4434

for more details, to RSVP or schedule a time for your screening.

or tissue when removing ticks
from people or animals.
Friendly lizards
According to Wikipedia, it is
thought that the presence of western fence lizards, mainly found in

Lyme disease
California, diminishes the danger
of transmission of Lyme disease by
ticks. The incidence of Lyme disease
is lower in areas where the lizards occur, and it has been found that when
ticks carrying Lyme disease feed on
these lizards (which they commonly
do, especially around their ears), the

bacteria that cause the disease are
killed.
When questioned about the western fence lizard theory, Dr. Gaines,
a State Public Health Entomologist
from the Virginia Department of
Health’s Division of Environmental
Epidemiology in Richmond, said,

ROYAL PLAZA WELCOMES
JUST 4 FUN!!!
TO ROYAL PLAZA SHOPPING
CENTER FOR OUR SUMMER
CONCERT SERIES

Sat. July 24
6 - 8 PM

Concert Schedule
Bear Hill Bluegrass
August 28, 2010 6 - 8pm
Valerie Van Fange
September 11, 2010 6 - 8pm

Located in the grassy area by the new Shenandoah Video. FREE to
the public - NO ALCOHOL OR PETS ALLOWED - Bring your blanket or
lawn chair and plan on a great evening!!
The Warren County Humane Society will be present collecting donations of much needed supplies such as blankets, towels, toys or pet
food for our furry friends at the shelter.
This event is sponsored by: Liberty Tax, All Star Check Cashing, Gold’s Gym, On The Wall, Sprint (activation fees
waived during concert), Jennerations Hair and Nail Salon, East to West Automotive and New2You Consignments

UPCOMING CONCERTS:
August - TBA
September 11, 6-8 PM - Valerie Van Fange ~ Classic Rock, Country & Inspirational
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Lyme disease
“Yes, and it is also true of the blood
of the eastern skinks and fence lizards that serve as a source of blood
for immature blacklegged ticks. The
southern variant blacklegged ticks
only feed on lizards while in their

Read all issues in their entirety FREE on www.WarrenCountyReport.com

larval or nymphal stage, and this
mainly contributes to a reduction
in Lyme disease transmission because if they are feeding on lizards
they will not be feeding on mice, so
they will be less likely to ever be in-

fected by the LD agent, or transmit
the LD agent to a mouse.
“Even if an infected tick fed on a
lizard as nymph stage, the main contribution of the lizard is acting as a
substitute for the human or mouse

Front Royal
Golf Club
Come play the
best 9 hole course
in the Valley!

One of Virginia’s oldest continuously
operating golf courses is still one of the
best golf values in all of the Shenandoah
Valley. Front Royal Golf Club is under the
operation, direction, and management of
the County of Warren.

Front Royal Golf Club brings back the 4-hour round of golf. It’s a fun and excellent test of golf you’re sure to enjoy.
Conveniently located just off I-66 at Exit 6, on Country Club Road in the beautiful and historic Shenandoah Valley.

Warren County Residents Discount
Warren County residents receive a 10% discount on greens and cart fees. Bring your driver’s license or
other proof of residency for discount.

New Weekday Afternoon Golf Rate
$20.00/18 holes include cart & green fees, Monday through Thursday after 3:00pm.

Deep Water Boating Access
The Front Royal Golf Club is expanding its services to the community with access to the Shenandoah River with
their boat ramp. We would like to invite you and your family to one FREE launch to discover boating, waterskiing,
fishing, swimming and all other water sports available on the beautiful Shenandoah. Deep water runs about a mile
downstream as the river widens along the way.
After a long day on the water, your lunch break or just heading home, stop by the club house for a meal and a
beverage of your choice. Check out the fee structure and join today.

For more information call (540) 636-9061 or
visit us at www.warrencountyva.net

that the nymph tick could have fed
upon. The bactericidal property of
lizard blood probably contributes
little since ticks that feed on lizards
while in their larval stage will not be
carrying the LD agent because the
lizard will be their first blood meal.
Also, tick nymphs that feed on lizards would be unlikely to ever bite
a person because their next meal
would be as an adult tick, and adult
ticks do not normally feed on people
anyway. Adult blacklegged ticks
prefer to feed on deer and do not
commonly bite people. Incidentally,
deer blood is also bactericidal to
the Lyme disease agent, but this is
probably inconsequential to the LD
transmission picture because after a
tick feeds on a deer, it will lay its eggs
and then die.”
Environmental factors
Gaines adds that it’s hard to predict the number of ticks annually because of environmental issues.  For
example, if there is a heavy acorn
production in the forest one year it
could result in a plentiful harvest of
ticks two years later because of the
ticks’ two-year life-cycle.
The black-footed forest ticks and
white-footed mice, which are great
transmitters of the bacterium that
causes Lyme disease, eat acorns and
their population explodes because of
the plentiful food.
The most common infected animals are deer, field mice, raccoons,
possums, skunks, weasels, foxes and
squirrels. Lyme disease bacteria can
live and grow in these hosts without causing them to die. Larval and
nymphal ticks become infected with
the Lyme disease spirochete when
they feed on these small, bacteria-infected animals. They then transmit it
to humans, but it is not transmitted

by humans.
More info
One excellent informational source
on Lyme disease is the award-winning documentary film “Under our
Skin” available at www.underourskin.com or http://www.snagfilms.
com/films/title/underour_skin
The film notes that although the
Centers for Disease Control reports
that more people may unknowingly
contract Lyme disease annually than
AIDS, West Nile virus and avian flu
combined, many doctors and insurance companies still insist that it is
easily detected and treated. The film
examines how this often misunderstood disease has left tens of thousands undiagnosed or misdiagnosed
with such ailments as fibromyalgia,
chronic fatigue, ALS and multiple
sclerosis.
Other sources include:
The Virginia Department of Health
website www.vdh.virginia.gov
The Center for Disease Control
and Prevention website at www.cdc.
gov.
The National Capital Lyme
and tick-borne Disease Association at www.natcaplyme.org
The following physicians have
been identified as specialists who
are treating patients with Lyme
disease in northern Virginia:
Fairfax
Leila H. Zackrison, M.D., P.C.
Contact lhz@zackrisonmd,com
zackrisonmd.com
Winchester
The Lee Clinic
contact@theleeclinic.com
Other specialists may be found at
www.aldf.com/physicianReferral
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“Each of you was elected to serve the people of Front Royal. While some of you obviously
take that responsibility very seriously, it is just as obvious some of you use your elected
seat to sow the political seeds of negativity.” – town citizen Richard Caricofe to council

Town politics

A council divided – Holloway elected vice mayor
Tharpe joins trio of ‘bribe’ defendants in selecting Hrbek’s replacement

Shae Parker explains why he thinks it advisable a
non-defendant be named vice mayor as Carson Lauder listens.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
The in-house political maneuvering apparent since early in the
spring town election campaign
appeared to take another logical
step forward, or backward depending on your perspective, on
July 12 – Bret Hrbek out as Front
Royal’s vice mayor, Chris Holloway in.
Both the man who previously
occupied the vice mayor’s seat, as
well as Mayor Eugene Tewalt lost
bids for re-election this spring.
Perhaps not coincidentally both
had often been at odds with
an oftern 3-man council block
comprised of Holloway, Carson
Lauder and Thomas Sayre as the
election approached amidst multiple controversies.
In addition to how to balance the town budget in a fiscally sound manner, those controversies included allegations
of “bribes” offered through the
town manager’s office connected
to the solar power negotiating
process (see related stories). Despite Holloway’s individual role,
along with Lauder’s and Sayre’s,
in the then pending multi-million
dollar lawsuit, a 4-vote majority
tabbed Holloway as the new vice
mayor on July 12.
That majority was formed
when newly-elected Councilman
Hollis Tharpe ignored efforts to

name him as a legally “clean” and
compromise vice mayoral candidate. Tharpe sided with the three
individual defendants named in
the solar “bribe” lawsuit in rejecting his own nomination by Shae
Parker, and then joined those
soon-to-be defendants in selecting one of their own as vice mayor.
Tharpe’s alliance with the
“bribe” defendants came despite
concerns expressed by one member of the public and two councilmen prior to the vote.
For the only two surviving councilmen not individually named in
the solar “bribe” lawsuit, Shae
Parker and Tom Conkey, those
concerns centered on Holloway’s
then coming role as an individual

Chris Holloway appears unimpressed as he listens to
Shae Parker nominate Hollis Tharpe for vice mayor - I
got his vote locked up, little buddy, ain’t happening,
Holloway may have been thinking.
defendant in what is now a $31million civil suit against the town
and three sitting councilmen.
Three days later that role was no
longer pending as the lawsuit alleging defamation of character
and public interference in a business contract was filed in Warren
County Circuit Court.
The suit was filed on behalf of
SolAVerde LLC principals and
local businessmen Greg Horton
and Donnie Poe. In addition to
defamation of character it alleges
illegal interference in a business
contract and potential violations
of the federal Civil Rights Act due
to the actions of individual councilmen in their roles as elected
municipal officials.

Donahoe’s Florist

What, me worry?
But despite the legal maelstrom
swirling around them, the newly
formed council majority essentially said “What, Me Worry?”
about a promised civil suit.
In suggesting an alternative
nominee with no direct involvement in pending litigation, Shae
Parker amended Lauder’s original motion nominating Holloway. Parker suggested Tharpe as
a compromise candidate with a

“clean slate” regarding the coming lawsuit. Parker, who also won
re-election this May, noted that
Tharpe had been the top council
vote getter by far, thus getting a
clear mandate of trust from the
people (at least from all 19 percent of the eligible town voters
who bothered to go to the polls).
Conkey agreed. He added that
like the new mayor, Holloway
often worked out of the area, so
reasoned a councilman working
closer to home might be a more
prudent selection for a backup
meeting chairman.
As to Parker’s concern over
pending litigation eliminating
Holloway as a viable candidate,
Lauder countered that since the
town was being named as a codefendant in the coming lawsuit,
no one on council would be fit
to serve as vice mayor. Lauder’s
ignored point – he and council
plowed ahead toward a nomination – also seemed to ignore the
fact the town’s role as a defendant
is being alleged due to the actions
of the three thus far individually
named defendants, leaving Tharpe certainly, as well as Parker and
Conkey at this point clean of any
alleged wrong doing.
The lawsuit does name “John
Does 1, 2 and 3” as potentially future named defendants.

10

Summer Clearance!

10% to 15% off
Summer Silk
Flower
Arrangements
Call us today

540-635-2815
1-800-806-5182

250 South Royal Ave
Jean Rudacille, Owner



Registration Deadline Saturday July 31. Opening Day for the
Fall 2010 Season Saturday September 11, 2010.

first child and $45.00 for each additional sibling.

Fall 2010 In person registration dates:
Saturday July 24 & Sunday July 25
10:00 am to 2:00pm

$55.00 for the
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“I’ll continue to serve the town the best I can for the next two years and hopefully (long
pause) and hopefully everything will be alright.” – Front Royal Vice Mayor and $30-million lawsuit co-defendant Chris Holloway

Town politics
I’m worried
In earlier public comments
prior to the vice mayoral vote a
familiar face at council meetings
suggested another alternative selection. Richard Caricofe asked
council to name a vice mayor “for
the people” whose track record
indicated more of a concern for
the best interests of the town and
its citizens, rather than a tendency to make political mileage out
of controversy.
“Each of you was elected to serve
the people of Front Royal,” Caricofe began. “While some of you
obviously take that responsibility
very seriously, it is just as obvious
some of you use your elected seat

to sow the political seeds of negativity. I urge you to take a step toward galvanizing this council by
electing a vice mayor tonight who
will serve with good judgment,
fiscal responsibility and the voice
of reason. I urge you to vote for
the people and elect Councilman
Conkey for vice mayor.”
Despite Caricofe’s pointed
statement and Parker and Conkey’s legal concerns, Tharpe joined
Holloway, Lauder and Sayre in
first voting against his own compromise nomination, then to select Holloway vice mayor.
Caricofe said he found it odd
that new councilman Tharpe
would reject himself as a compromise vice mayoral candidate,

leaving the position clean of the
type of infighting that has culminated in the current civil litigation against the town.
“It is curious to me that he
wasn’t interested in being vice
mayor when he ran for mayor
two years ago. But his reasons are
his own,” Caricofe said.
We later asked Tharpe about
his decision and vote.
He explained that Holloway
sought his support for vice mayor
several weeks after the election,
around June 1, at which time “I
provided it to him. – I’m a man of
my word and you can take that to
the bank,” Tharpe stated, adding,
“It was not a procurement for any
other trade off or support of any

thing.”
Tharpe declined further comment when asked if in light of
recent legal developments he

regretted making such an early
commitment of his vote for vice
mayor prior to taking his oath of
office to uphold the best interests

u know?
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That your house might not be rebuilt in the event of a
catastrophe?
We’re mailing postcards to your home & we’re on The
River 95.3 talking about this gap in your coverage.
If your agent has not brought it to your attention, bring
your policy here. We’ll compare apples to apples and if
we don’t win, we’ll show you how to correct
your existing policy.
Please call Skyline Insurance for an appointment.
CALL US & COMPARE

www.skylineagency.com

OPEN MON-FRI 9-7 • SATURDAY 10-1
TOLL FREE 1-877-845-0584

540-635-1288

On the Corner of 4th & Commerce (the Bypass)

I SET THE THERMOSTAT TO CHEAP.
I’m saving $280 a year
just by programming my
thermostat. What can you
do? Find out how the little
changes add up at
TogetherWeSave.com.
TOGETHERWESAVE.COM
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of the town and its citizens.

The vice mayor

Fait accompli

While largely ceremonial, the
vice mayor’s seat is often viewed
as a stepping stone toward the
office of mayor. The vice mayor’s
major duty is to chair meetings
missed by the mayor and occasionally sit in for the mayor
at public events like ribbon cuttings.
However there is no direct succession between the two offices.
In fact, were the mayor to leave

That it was a known fact Holloway had corralled the necessary
votes for vice mayor may have
been illustrated prior the convening of the July 12 meeting. When
she placed the mayor and council
nameplates, Council Clerk Jennifer Berry initially put Holloway’s
name plate to the right of the
mayor in the seat traditionally
occupied by the vice mayor.
However exerting some control over staff and council at his
first meeting, new Mayor Tim
Darr instructed Berry to replace
Holloway’s name back in its usual
spot pending the vice mayor vote.
Tharpe’s name plate was then
placed to the mayor’s right where
the departed vice mayor, Bret
Hrbek, formerly sat.

office prematurely, by charter a
replacement does not even have
to come from within council.
Council can select any eligible
town citizen to replace a departed mayor.
After getting the seat he has
apparently been maneuvering
toward since shortly after the
May election, Holloway thanked
“most of my councilmen for having confidence in my ability to do
the job.” He also said he hoped
to win over the two who voted

PINOCCIOS
CLOCK REPAIR
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Center for Howard Miller
& Sligh
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■ House Calls Available
■ Antique or Modern
■ Serving the valley for
over 36 years

(540) 636-7369
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Matthew 28:19 Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you always, [even] unto the end of the world.
Amen.

Are you searching for a place to worship God
and do what He has inspired you to do?
If so, God needs you at The Front Royal Outreach Center (FROC).
Just as I was seeking The Front Royal Outreach Center, but did not know where it was; there
has to be many other folks out there that either would like a church in which to serve God or,
you want to serve but need some instruction on how to serve and want or need someone to
serve with you. Are you looking for a church that can help you to grow in the Lord? The FROC
just might be the place for you.
I want to serve God and the Christ-Centered leadership at The Front
Royal Outreach Center has blessed me so much and I believe that
you will be blessed if you also come to The FROC. Please come and
see for yourself.
If you were to die today, do you know 100% that you would go
to heaven? The FROC taught me that I can know that I will go to
heaven when I leave this world, and I can help you understand
this too.
If helping the needy, homeless, struggling men, and women, serving in
praise and worship, children’s classes, nursery help, and much more,
feel free to contact us at 540-660-1395 or contact us through our
website www.frocministries.com

By Rhonda Krass
Member of The FROC

Town politics
against him.
“I’ll continue to serve the town
the best I can for the next two
years and hopefully,” Vice Mayor
Holloway then took a lengthy
pause before concluding with a
hearty laugh, “And hopefully everything will be alright.”

A Warren County Republican
Committee member later confirmed that perhaps following
Tharpe’s post-election May lead,
Holloway joined the county Republican committee in July.
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com

Engle’s Angle: “Me, a Role Model?”
By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report
The following is a public service announcement.
Stay away from Kevin Engle.
He’s bad news.
I always thought I was a bad
person. Now I’m sure.
You may remember my recent story of dumpster diving for
Coca Cola lids. It’s bad enough
that I’m doing it. Now I find out
that my less-than-model behavior has rubbed off on some of my
coworkers.
And here’s the worst part.
They’re doing it for me!
I feel so ashamed ……………
although the extra Coke points
are nice.
Every day, when I come into
the office, they’re waiting for me.
Those little round bottle caps,
just sitting on my desk, greeting
me. Most are red, but there’s the
occasional green and gray one
as well.
Do I really know where they
came from? Do I want to know?
Take Jimmy G., my main supplier. I’d be nowhere without
him. He’s my cash cow, my primary points producer, my MVP.
He was talking to someone the
other day when he spotted a
solitary red Coca Cola lid in that
person’s trash can. Need I say
more?
“Here ya go,” he proudly announced moments later, as he
placed it on my desk and then
proceeded to tell me where he’d
found it. He was excited, like the
dog who just dropped the ball at
his master’s feet, ready to retrieve it again and bring it home.
Or my friend Angel? Her behavior is downright devilish. She
too had a trashy experience.
“But it was on top of everything,” she assured me. “It
wasn’t touching anything nasty.”
“Ok,” I said, as if that was supposed to make me feel better. I
rinsed it off anyway, along with
the other one she snagged from
her garbage can at home.

Am I proud of the impact I’ve
had on others? No.
But I am impressed. I didn’t
know I wielded such influence.
How about April? Not the
month, but the silver haired
grandmother who sits next to
me. She’s a nice lady, except
when someone in her family
accidentally tosses out a Coke
cap. She’s had to get in some
people’s faces on more than one
occasion.
Or my Team Captain Mary T?
She spotted one on somebody’s
desk. The person didn’t want it.
That’s the story she told me. I
hear there were threats.
How about my latest indiscretion? I was at the dump, getting
rid of garbage and recycling.
As I shoved a cardboard pizza
box into the slot, I saw it. It sat
there tempting me, all shiny and
gleaming like the apple in the
Garden of Eden. An empty Coca
Cola 12 pack.
“Hmmmm.”
“You don’t know where that’s
been!” my wife said when I got
home.
She was right, even if I’d only
kept the little piece of cardboard
with the preprinted code. But I
had squirted antibacterial cleaner all over myself. And that stuff
kills 99.99% of germs. I just
hope the other 0.01% didn’t slip
through.
My pulse quickened as I entered the code online. It was
probably already used, but just
maybe I’d get lucky. I hit the enter button. Yessssssssssssssss!
Ten points.
It’s a good thing I don’t have
kids. I don’t think I’d make the
best role model.
The author put his foot down.
He absolutely forbids his coworkers from rooting through the
trash. Unless they sign a waiver
and use the rubber gloves he
supplies.
kevinengle456@comcast.net
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“It’s a good thing he’s a politician because if he had a real job they’d do a background
check on him.” – Melting Pot employee “Dude” Maki on Chris Holloway’s selection as
vice mayor

Town

In wake of vice mayor moves - a question of motive
New council majority faces scrutiny after rejection of compromise candidate
working for the town’s best interest.
Past offenses

Front Royal Town Manager Michael Graham can’t
seem to keep out of the line of fire as one controversy after another erupts around town hall. Most recent is selection of old adversary Chris Holloway as
vice mayor. Graham is pictured here at June 2009
EDA meeting on the then new solar power partnership proposal between the town and SolAVerde.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Following Chris Holloway’s selection as vice mayor by a four-vote
block, including one new councilman and three tabbed as individual
co-defendants in a $31-million civil
suit against the Town of Front Royal, we sought some public reaction.
First we asked Richard Caricofe,
who addressed council pointedly
on the matter prior to the July 12
vote about his pre-vote comments
and reaction to Holloway’s selection.
“I think it’s pretty obvious there
are three people on council who
have their own agendas. There is an
air of lack of interest in the public
well being that lasted after the past

election,” Caricofe replied. “My
comments were based on my observations – and I attend [council
meetings] pretty regularly. I supported Councilman Conkey as vice
mayor because among the members of council I’m familiar with, he
seems the best voice in terms of reason. He puts thought into his votes
and seems to put personal interest
aside and vote in the best interest of
the people of Front Royal.”
While Conkey acknowledged
some public support for the vice
mayor’s chair, he observed he did
not believe he had the votes within
council to be a viable candidate.
Conkey also stated that whoever
was selected vice mayor, along with
the new mayor, could look forward
to his “150-percent support” in

“It’s a good thing he’s a politician
because if he had a real job they’d
do a background check on him,”
Melting Pot employee “Dude” Maki
said of Holloway’s selection. Maki
explained his reference being to the
inclusion of his long-time place of
employment in a series of bomb
threats a younger Holloway ran
afoul of the law for calling in. The
vice mayor has admitted to youthful indiscretions, including bomb
threats called into WCHS and the
Melting Pot restaurant.
But hey, we all make mistakes as
kids – I guess at issue is whether we
grow out of them.
Current agendas
“I think it’s important to recall that
there has been an ongoing attack on
Town Manager Michael Graham by
members of this council,” Caricofe
also observed. “And I don’t think
we’ve been served better by a town
manager in my memory than by
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Diva Nails Spa
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others within council – “As I said
back then, if they have anything,
bring it on,” Graham says.
Front Royal native Graham was
hired here in 2006 with no background in municipal government
but a lengthy management stint in

Warren County Report

EXCELLENT SCENIC SPRING & SUMMER RIDES

Cass Aviation

Michael Graham. I think my comments (of July 12) were unpopular
with some even though I haven’t
directed them at anybody by name.
So I infer they know who they are,”
Caricofe added his nameless three
council amigos.
Graham first found himself targeted by Holloway for removal from
office in November 2009. Without
citing specifics Holloway accused
Graham of both lying and threatening the morale of town staff with his
management style. Like the bribe
inquiry, to our knowledge none of
the allegations against the town
manager have yet to be publicly
substantiated with one concrete
fact. Graham recently reiterated
his stance on all of the allegations
pointed his way by Holloway and
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• Tie Down Avail. • Gift Certificates • New Taxiway
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Town

“I think it’s important to recall that there has been an ongoing attack on Town Manager
Michael Graham by members of this council.” – Richard Caricofe
the corporate private sector. While
the hire was seen as a risk, it was a
purposeful one made as the town
faced increasing economic challenges with its utility departments
and general operational costs.
Graham-Holloway I
In late 2008, during discussion
of the coming year town budget
Holloway, who was not a member
of the council that hired Graham,
first butted heads with the town
manager over two budget-balancing personnel cuts. Of particular
dispute with Holloway was one cut
within the town planning and zoning department. Holloway is a local
builder, whose business requires
dealings with planning-zoning departments in jurisdictions in which
he works, including his hometown
of Front Royal.
Less work within the department
due to the economic downturn in
the housing market was cited by
Graham as one reason for that particular staff cut. Eventually a council majority agreed and the personnel cuts were reluctantly made.
Graham-Holloway II
A year later the Holloway-Graham dispute erupted in a major
way.
Following a Nov. 9 closed session
discussion and subsequent public

remarks, a vote on Graham’s ouster
was placed on the Nov. 23, 2009
council meeting agenda. However
following a huge show of public
support for Graham on Nov. 23 – 17
speakers in support, including former Mayor John Marlow and Town
Manager and Councilman Walter
Duncan; zero for termination in
front of a packed WCGC meeting
room of Graham supporters – a
public vote to terminate the town
manager was averted by a unanimous vote to remove the matter
from consideration. The motion to
remove the agenda item was made
by Conkey but not before Holloway
made a final verbal stand. Holloway
defended his initiative telling those
present they were not aware of all
the facts he was. But again, no facts
were publicly presented, nor was
the matter re-adjourned to closed
session for further discussion by
council.
Been here before?
Graham-Holloway III
From both the naming of Holloway, Lauder and Sayre as individual sources of potential electronic
evidence and as defendants in the
$31-million SolAVerde lawsuit, it
is apparent the plaintiffs believe at
least one of that trio of councilmen
is the source of the leak of confidential internal documents from
Town Attorney Robinett concern-

ing the solar “bribe” inquiry and/
or have knowledge about the leak.
That inquiry began on March 30
after independent phone calls from
Holloway and Lauder to Town Attorney Robinett. So far everyone on
council at the time has denied being
the source of the leak. However the
involved reporter has repeatedly
identified the source as from council. The leak, cited in the lawsuit as
being made between April 8 and
April 13 to the Northern Virginia
Daily, led to the flurry of pre-election publicity about solar “bribe”
offers from SolAVerde officials being offered through the town manager’s office.
Who’s on first?
Perhaps coincidentally, with the
lawsuit filing believed imminent,
no reporter from the NVD attended the July 12 Front Royal Town
Council meeting. On June 28, their
town beat reporter Ben Orcutt was
threatened with contempt of court
charges and possible jail by SolAVerde attorney David Silek if he does
not name the source of the bribe
inquiry leak during litigation. Silek
made his remarks in an effort to
get the council source of the leak
to come forward. It is an effort that
has repeatedly failed since late April
and early May.
Silek and Vice Mayor Holloway
have a testy history dating back a

year or two to Holloway’s building of a duplex next door to Silek’s
mother’s West Main Street home. It
is one of those duplexes that Holloway has admitted attempting to
sell to Lauterbach as possible living quarters for visiting SolAVerde
representatives early in the solar

discussion process. Lauterbach,
who has now gone on to become an
official of Standard Energy, said he
declined the offer and wished Holloway well in his sale efforts.
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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Town

Alleged Hrbek bond ‘conflict’ never existed
Conkey places town attorney finding in the council meeting record
voting on the purchases since other
AMP facilities have been included in
Edward Jones bonds.
On July 12 Hrbek was vindicated
when Town Attorney Tom Robinett
responded to Conkey’s inquiry by
stating he had been assured by AMP
officials that no such conflict could
have ever existed because no bonds
including the AMP hydro plants in
question, Meldahl and Greenup,
have ever been issued.
Pattern of behavior?

Are we mistaken or does Bret Hrbek, here at his Edward Jones office, look more relaxed since being out
of the Front Royal Town Council shooting gallery?
Hrbek says he has always asserted he had no direct
conflict of interest on bonds being issued through his
office. Belatedly revealed facts now uphold that contention.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
During the July 12 meeting of the
Front Royal Town Council Tom
Conkey picked up the ball for former Councilman Bret Hrbek on a
matter that had been hanging over
the departed vice mayor’s head for
several months, perhaps not coincidentally, as the May town election
approached.
That matter was an alleged con-

flict of interest on Hrbek’s part first
publicly cited at an early spring work
session by Thomas Sayre regarding
bonds offered through Hrbek and
his employer, Edward Jones Investments. Sayre said Hrbek offered
bonds to fellow Councilmen Carson
Lauder involving hydro plants under
consideration by the town for power
purchases. Hrbek denied such a
conflict but later stated perhaps he
should have disclosed “the appearance of a potential conflict” prior to

Is a slow drain, running toilet or
leaky faucet driving you crazy?

Call me for a
free estimate.

However the vindication comes a
little late for the deposed vice mayor
this political season.
In addition to the allegations leveled by Sayre, based on information
from Carson Lauder, Hrbek was
publicly beat up on the issue by local
Republican activist Matt Tederick
this spring. Tederick was fond of leveling accusations at various political
targets, usually Mayor Tewalt, Hrbek
or Town Manager Michael Graham,
as the town election approached.
But as Tederick himself admitted
during one accusatory harangue at a
spring council meeting, most of his
accusations were made without “all
the facts,” but rather were based on
information “from my sources on
council.”
While he never publicly revealed
those sources, from our queries it
would appear they were from within the council block now named as
individual defendants in a $31-million defamation of character lawsuit
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obtained by the town attorney.
Early this year the town approved
the purchase of about 2.4 megawatts
of hydro power produced by those
AMP plants at Meldahl and Greenup on the Ohio River.
On July 12 Conkey referenced the
ongoing “conflict” discussion raised
as recently as the meetings of June
14 and 28, the latter of which was
Hrbek’s last following his May election defeat. Conkey queried Town
Attorney Robinett, who had been
central in past discussion of the po-
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against the town government related
to solar power, rather than hydro
(see related stories). At one April
meeting Tederick, who like Hrbek
has a professional history in investments, even told council that while
he didn’t want the vice mayor “to
lose his job” over the bond conflict
of interest allegation – “this has to
be cleared up!”
Well now, sometime after the fact
and the election, this particular allegation against Hrbek has been
cleared up with some belated facts
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tential legal ramifications of such an
alleged conflict or a failure to disclose the same by Hrbek.
Conkey asked Robinett if it had
been verified that there had been no
such conflict of interest by Hrbek.
The town attorney replied that he
had been assured by AMP’s bond
council that no bonds including either the Meldahl or Greenup hydro
plants had ever been authorized.
Consequently it would have been
impossible they were included in any
bond discussion or offers the former
vice mayor ever made to anyone.
Funny how slow some facts come
to light around “River City.”
In part, what Robinett said in response to Conkey’s question was,
“So even though Mr. Hrbek had in-

dicated he sold bonds that financed
those two projects, AMP’s bond
council in New York City assured
me that was impossible.”
In justifying his own concerns
about Hrbek’s potential conflict, in
a May 25 memo to council and the
mayor, Robinett cited an April 27 article in the Northern Virginia Daily.
Robinett asserts that Hrbek’s newspaper quote “I should have disclosed
this relationship” as a reference to
his bond issue, which Robinett observes, “in small part, financed Meldahl and Greenup, and his activities
in marketing those bonds with the
local community.”
Following the July 12 council discussion Hrbek reiterated to us that
he never believed nor stated that he

ever had an actual conflict of interest
because the hydro plants in question
were not included in the bond issue
he discussed with Lauder or any client. At issue rather were other AMP
facilities in that or previous bonds
issued by his company that were unrelated to council’s power purchase
discussions this year.
Political maneuvers?
At the time the issue was originally
raised by Sayre, Hrbek acknowledged the non-political business
discussion with Lauder. However
from the start he asserted that he
believed there was no such conflict.
Later he admitted an oversight in
not disclosing “the possible appear-

Town
ance of a conflict” that he stated did
not, in fact, exist – and would not
have prevented him from voting on
the hydro power purchase.
However Hrbek said he reached
an eventual decision to recuse himself from further discussion or votes
on the matter in order to avoid any
ongoing debate or allegations about
the alleged conflict that could distract council from the base issue at
hand. That issue was the purchase of
hydro power from AMP’s Meldahl
and Greenup facilities, a purchase
Hrbek and an eventual council majority supported.
At an April work session Robinett
said following a discussion with an
AMP official on the matter, AMP
was officially requesting a town or-
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dinance reaffirming council’s approval of power purchases from the
Greenup and Meldahl plants. That
ordinance would have assured that
a new council could not rescind the
power purchases based on an undisclosed conflict of interest by a voting member of the council that approved the purchases.
However prior to consideration
of the matter at the June 14 council meeting, Robinett requested the
item be removed from the agenda
based on new information that the
revisiting of the original approval
might not be necessary. It was then
removed by a 5-0 vote, with Hrbek
recusing himself. That information
from AMP’s New York-based bond
council was, as stated above, that the
Meldahl and Greenup plants have
never been included in an AMP
bond issue.
One can only wonder where AMP’s
bond council was hiding with that
information between late February
and late June of this year.
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• Student Classroom
• Behind-the-Wheel
• Re-Examinations

Next Driving School Beginning Aug 2-12
(Accelerated Course: Finish in 9 days)
New Students and Re-exams

AFS Seeks Host Families for High
School Exchange Students
Every year, the Commonwealth of
Virginia welcomes a group of AFS
students from around the world out
of the 2,500 who come to live with
American host families and attend
high school for a year. The students
arrive in mid-August, and opportunities to host for the 2010-2011 school
year are still available in Warren
County. Hosting a student provides
an occasion to share American culture with an eager student and learn
about his or her country at the same
time. Many hosts remain in contact
with their students for a lifetime and
feel that their world expands greatly
through this unique learning opportunity. AFS asks host families to provide a bed and meals to the students
in addition to welcoming them into
their homes as a member of the family.
AFS originated in 1947 as the
American Field Service and has
worked for over 60 years to build
bridges of cross cultural understanding and contribute to a more just and
peaceful world. To start the process

of becoming a host family, you can
reach your regional AFS Hosting Coordinator Kate Barrett at 1-800-8762377 ext 123 or kbarrett@afs.org. Or
visit AFS on the web to complete an
interest form:
www.afsusa.org/hostfamily.
Kiwanis Club of Front Royal
Changes Meeting Place
The Kiwanis Club of Front Royal
currently meeting at Mom’s Restaurant will change its meeting location
effective August 11 at 6PM until further notice Their new meeting location will be the large conference
room(A) at Samuels Public Library
located on Criser Road. Each meeting is a dinner meeting with a cost
of $10 per person. Each meeting
includes social time while dining, a
short business meeting and a presentation from a local organization or
person to keep members informed of
Warren County events.
As always, the Kiwanis Club of Front
Royal along with the Key Clubs of
Skyline, Warren and
Wakefield
High Schools will sponsor Bingo at
the Warren County Fair August 2-7.

Up for adoption: Lester
the (very large) mule

Call for more info

This year Kiwanis will also be serving
award winning barbecue with picnic
tables for enjoying your food. You
can support your business or a special person with an engraved plague
on a picnic table. For more information contact Diane Evans at 540-6352825.
Wolf to introduce manufacturing
& jobs bill
Next week Congressman Frank Wolf
will introduce the Strategic Manufacturing & Job Repatriation Act to
develop a national manufacturing
strategy to create American jobs.
Clearly, A strong manufacturing
and technology development base is
critical to job creation and the economic competitiveness of the United
States.
The legislation would comprehensively align existing federal funding -- at no new cost -- to support
job repatriation and manufacturing
growth, study a new tax incentive to
encourage repatriation, and bolster
intellectual property protection.
It also builds on language Congressman Wolf had included in the
fiscal year 2011 Commerce-JusticeScience appropriations bill directing the Commerce Department to
launch a job repatriation initiative.
The federal government must work
aggressively to “repatriate” jobs that
have gone overseas back to the U.S.
in order to grow American jobs.
Specifically, the legislation:
•

214 East Jackson Street • Front Royal, VA

540-622-6900

•

Mountain Mystic
Trading Company

•

•

Our Mystique Has Grown!
Offering a wide variety of sterling silver and gemstone jewelry,
chimes, rock and mineral specimens, books, cards, journals, relaxing and meditative music, tapestries, candles, incense, fragrance
and essentials oils, stickers, antique jade carvings, and so many
more one of a kind items!

215 South Street • Front Royal • 635-6318
Open everyday from 10-6, except Sunday from 12-5 and closed on Wednesdays

Lester the mule was left homeless when his owner
died recently. He was delivered to the Julia Wagner Animal Shelter on Sunday morning, July 11.
A brown behemoth, Lester appears to have been
sired by a Clydesdale and is a gentle giant, probably about 1,100 pounds. He enjoys the shelter’s
year-old large animal enclosure, particularly in
company with the diminutive Shetland pony, Pebbles (foreground). Both are up for adoption and
both would appreciate loving homes and a fair
amount of grass to munch on. (Courtesy Photo by
Michael Kearns).

•

•

•

Reconstitutes President Reagan’s “Project Socrates” as an
independent “American Economic Security Commission” to
identify and monitor emerging
technologies and global economic threats.
Requires the Secretary of Commerce to develop a National
Manufacturing and Job Repatriation Strategy and set targets
for manufacturing sector job
creation.
Creates federal “Repatriation
Task Forces” to identify American companies manufacturing
abroad and work with states to
facilitate the repatriation of jobs
to the U.S.
Studies the merits of a major
new federal tax incentive to
promote repatriation of jobs to
the U.S.
Aligns existing federal economic
development aid to states with
the National Manufacturing
Strategy and authorizes funds to
repatriation efforts.
Protects American intellectual
property by restricting unnecessary foreign access to pending
patent applications.
Prioritizes patent applications
from American universities to
ensure that cutting-edge new
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technologies may be protected
and rapidly-deployed for U.S.
firms.
Front Royal Police Department
conducts checkpoints, nets
several suspended drivers, license
violations
Chief Richard H. Furr has announced that the Front Royal Police
Department recently conducted several traffic checkpoints and saturation patrols which netted several suspended drivers. “Traffic Enforcement
Officer Donald Orye, along with other officers conducted 3 checkpoints
on July 17th at different locations.
Seven arrests were made for driving suspended. Only one driver was
pulled aside for suspected impaired
driving and given field sobriety but
was not arrested” states Furr. “Along
with the suspended drivers, there
were 1 child restraint violation, 10
no operator license violations, and
10 other violations which include Expired Registrations, Expired Inspections, and Defective Equipment,”
adds Furr.
Traffic Enforcement Officer Donald Orye states “The police department will be conducting these types
of checkpoints throughout the summer and fall. We will be vigilant in
looking for the impaired driver.” Orye
also adds “An estimated total of 1425
vehicles were screened and only one
driver was found to have alcohol in
their system. I am pleased that drivers are making the right decisions by
not driving impaired. “
These checkpoints were conducted
in connection with the Checkpoint:
Strikeforce Over The Limit, Under
The Arrest campaign and was funded
with grant money thru the Virginia
Department of Motor Vehicles.
ABLE FORCES Receives
Department of Labor Veterans
Workforce Initiative Grant
Able Forces is pleased to announce
their selection with partner Easter
Seals of the Greater Washington
DC-Baltimore Region as a recipient
of the DoL VWIP grant. The team
of Easter Seals and Able Forces will
expand their support to Wounded
Warriors and veterans by providing
expanded employment, training, and
support services in the Washington
DC Metro areas. The 1 year grant
award totals $500,000.00 with 2 option years available.
“This is a very exciting award for
Able Forces” said Skip Rogers, Executive Director of Able Forces”.
“We’ve had a great relationship with
Easter Seals and this award will enable both our companies to support a
significant number of veterans while
also having a direct impact on their
family’s and caregivers”.
About Able Forces:

Able Forces is a veteran-owned
501(c)(3) non-profit community rehabilitation program (CRP) with a
mission to address the critical employment and training needs of our
combat injured veterans of the Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)/
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and
severely disabled veterans. With an
emphasis on continuity of support,
Able Forces provides employment
opportunities, job training, and job
retraining to this Nation’s heroes suffering from severe disabilities, Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
and minor to profound Traumatic
Brain Injury (TBI).
About Easter Seals:
Easter Seals Greater Washington
DC Baltimore Region provides exceptional services to ensure that all
people with disabilities or special
needs and their families have equal
opportunities to live, learn, work
and play in their communities. Easter Seals has been in the forefront in
identifying emerging needs and pioneering innovative solutions.   Easter
Seals will continue to be a leader in
providing quality, family-focused
services and pioneering the services
that help people with disabilities live
better lives.
Legislation Protecting Food Bank
Donors Advances
Rep. Frank Wolf has announced
that a House committee this week
has included an amendment to child
nutrition legislation based on the
School Food Recovery Act (H.R.
1403) he introduced last year aimed
at keeping excess school food out of
the garbage and making it available
for local food banks.
In clearing the Improving Nutrition for America’s Children Act
for floor consideration, the House
Education and Labor Committee on
Wednesday unanimously approved
the amendment which would authorize schools to give unused food to
food banks and protects all donors
who donate in good faith under the
Bill Emerson Good Samaritan Act.
“This legislation further clears the
way for schools to get involved in the
effort to donate to local food banks,”
said Wolf. “Families all around the
nation are going hungry. We must
do everything we can to help the 49
million people, including 17 million
children and 6 million seniors, facing
food insecurity.”
Wolf has been working to call attention to the country’s food needs.
Last summer, he worked closely with
the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) to lead federal employees
across the nation in donating over
one million pounds of non-perishable goods and daily essentials for
those families in need. After its successful inauguration, Wolf and OPM
have again launched the second “Feds

Feed Families” food drive campaign
this year with the goal of collecting
1.2 million pounds of food.
In addition, Wolf has been meeting with local food banks and food
pantries for over three years and has
encouraged schools to donate unused food and organize regular food
drives year round. Because many
school districts have been unwilling
to donate excess food, in part due
to administrative resistance and a
misperception that federal regulation doesn’t allow it, Wolf introduced
the School Food Recovery Act to allay those concerns.
For more information on Rep.
Wolf ’s efforts to fight hunger, visit
wolf.house.gov/hunger.
Dog Obedience class
The Warren County Parks and Recreation Department is now accepting
registrations for their Dog Obedience class for dogs 3 months old and
up. Class is held on Tuesday nights,
August 3rd through September 21st
at the RES Youth Center Botanical
Gardens, 5:00 PM -6:00 PM or 6:00
PM to 7:00 PM. Cost is $85.00 per
dog for the six week session. Owners must bring proof of rabies and
distemper combo vaccinations when
registering. Class size is limited to 6
dogs per time frame. For more information, contact WCP&RD at 540635-7750, Monday through Friday
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

The news

Family Owned
& Operated
Since 1995

Creative Touch

“Quality
Work, at a
price you can
afford!”

Paint & Drywall
Free Estimates!
Licensed/Insured • References • Interior/Exterior
Commercial • Industrial • Residential
• Custom Colors
• Staining
• Wallpaper
Removal
• Drywall
Installation and
Repair
• Pressure
Washing
Call Jason at (540) 743-1258 or (540) 539-1251

Fitness Fair
Anytime Fitness is holding a Fitness
Fair on Sat, July 24 -11am - 2pm. at
Riverton Commons (Zumba, Yoga,
Pilates, Kettlebell classes) Valley
Health on site to perform health
screenings. Free massages, education and screenings will be offered
by Healthsource Chiropractic & Progressive Rehab. Call (540-636-4434)
for more details and to RSVP or
schedule a time for your screening.
10TH DISTRICT JOB FAIR SET
FOR JULY 29 IN LEESBURG
More than 40 federal agencies and
private sector companies will participate in a job and career fair on
Thursday, July 29, in Leesburg hosted
by Rep. Frank Wolf (R-VA).
The job fair will be from 10 a.m. – 1
p.m. at Harper Park Middle School
on Potomac Station Drive in Leesburg.
Wolf hosted two widely attended
job and career fairs last year in the
10th District, including an event in
Loudoun County with over 3,000 attendees.
Participating employers to date
include BB&T (Branch Banking and
Trust), Cox Communications, Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles,
M.C. Dean, Inc, Metropolitan Wash-

2010

ADULT EDUCATION /GED CLASS

WARREN COUNTY

Classes start Sept. 21, 2010
Official Practice Test is August 7 at 9:00 AM at Lord
Fairfax Community College.
Walk-ins Welcome on Space Available Basis

• Blue Ridge Technical Center
280 Luray Avenue
(next to old Warren County High School)
Sept. 13, 14, 16, 6:00 pm Registration / Pre-test / Orientation

• Samuels Public Library
330 E. Criser Road
(Students may also register for this class at BRTC at times listed above)
Sept. 14 & 16,10:00 am Registration / Pre-test /Orientation
Must be 18 or older to participate/Northern Shenandoah Valley Adult Education

667-9744 or 800-435-5945
www.needmyged.org
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McCoy’s
Cookie
Jars FOR SALE!
540-683-9197

• FURNITURE
• LOW PRICES
• MATTRESSES
• LOW PRICES
• BUNK BEDS
• LOW PRICES
• RECLINERS
• LOW PRICES

• DAYBEDS
• LOW PRICES
• CURIOS
• LOW PRICES
• DINETTES
• LOW PRICES
WE WILL SAVE YOU • LAMPS
• LOW PRICES

FRONT ROYAL, VA
(540) 636-2888

$$

WINCHESTER, VA
(540) 869-0009

The “Classics” of Country
Music can be found on

All lines of insurance:
Auto  Health
 Business
 Life
 Home



Insure with us
with confidence!
11 Water Street · Front Royal, VA

(540) 635-8401

BUDGET SELF STORAGE

First Month FREE!
with 1 Month Paid Rent & Security Deposit
With Coupon *Subject to availability

INCREDIBLE PRICES!
540-635-4000 • 800-296-0044
Rt. 619 & Corner of Airport Rd • Front Royal

Your Hometown Station for over
60 Years is proud to be the
home of all the Country Classics.
Johnny Cash, Reba McEntire, Garth Brooks,
Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, Patsy Cline, Alabama,
George Jones, Barbara Mandrell, Tammy Wynette, Mickey
Gilley, Ronnie Milsap, George Strait,
Merle Haggard, Johnny Paycheck, Dolly Parton,
Marty Robbins, Kenny Rogers, The Oak Ridge Boys,
Alan Jackson, Mel Tillis, Tanya Tucker, Eddie Rabbitt, Charlie
Pride, The Judds, Vince Gill, Hank Williams, Jr., Conway
Twitty, Randy Travis, Crystal Gayle,
and many more!

The home of the award winning News at Noon and
The Valley Today Programs, the best music, local
news, up-to-date weather with local meteorologist
Kemp Miller, Warren County and
Skyline High School sports…

It’s all right here!!
Serving Front Royal and Warren County since 1948
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ington Airports Authority, Middleburg Bank, Prince William County
Police, Telos Corporation, Volkswagen Group of America, and Windward IT Solutions.
A complete list of the companies
and agencies scheduled to participate
is on Wolf ’s Web site wolf.house.gov/
jobfair. Directions to Harper Park
Middle School are also posted online.
The job fair is free and open to the
public.
For more information about the job
fair or how a company can be included, contact Wolf ’s Herndon office at
(703) 709-5800. There is no charge
to participate.
Operation Air, Land & Speed
concludes with 6,000 plus traffic
violations issued on Interstates 81
& 95
If you were speeding, driving recklessly or driving impaired on Interstate 81 or 95, then you were one of
the thousands of motorists cited during the weekend as part of Virginia
State Police’s Operation Air, Land
& Speed traffic-safety enforcement
effort. During the special initiative,
there were no fatal traffic crashes reported on either interstate.
From July 17, 2010 through July 18,
2010, Virginia State Police stopped a
total of 3,313 speeders, 628 reckless
drivers and 12 drunk drivers between
both interstates. A total of 248 safety
belt violations were cited, and 15
drug and felony arrests were made by
state troopers. The operation yielded

6,264 total summonses and arrests.
I-81
I-95
1,862	 1,451
191
437
6
6
99
149
		

Category
Speeders
Reckless Drivers
Impaired Drivers
Safety Belt
Citations

“Unfortunately, there are still too
many motorists who choose to speed,
drive carelessly or drive impaired - all
factors that cause crashes,” said Colonel W. Steven Flaherty, Virginia State
Police Superintendent. “We want to
ensure the safety of our interstates
and this initiative helps us accomplish this goal by allowing additional
troopers to patrol the targeted areas
with strict highway enforcement. If
you choose to drive aggressively, then
Virginia State Police has no choice
but to be aggressive in our efforts to
save lives.”
This weekend’s traffic safety project
was the third time since March Interstates 95 and 81 have been a part of
Operation Air, Land & Speed. It is
also the fifteenth time this operation
has been conducted on the northsouth corridors of I-81 and I-95 since
its inception in 2006. The enforcement effort targeted all 177 miles of I95 from border to border; and all 325
miles of I-81 from border to border.
Including this weekend’s operation, a
total of 135,845 summonses and arrests has resulted from 26 Operation
Air, Land & Speed initiatives conducted across the Commonwealth.
The comprehensive enforcement

project utilized troopers, supervisors, motorcycle units, motor carrier
teams and aviation. State police operational duties on other interstates,
primary and secondary roads were
not affected during the operation.
Funding for the enforcement initiative was provided through federal
highway safety monies.
Funds generated from summonses
issued by state police go directly to
court fees and the state’s Literary
Fund, which benefits public school
construction, technology funding
and teacher retirement.

The news
LITTLE RUGRATZ DAYCARE
620 Virginia Ave.
Front Royal, VA 22630

Financial Peace University
Riverton UMC hosting - Dave
Ramsey’s Financial Peace University-FREE preview, Wed-July 28th
@ 7pm, 13 wk classes begin Aug 4th.
For more info call Trish Anderson540-622-0903, daveramsey.com
briefs@warrencountyreport.com

Accepting Children Ages 16 months- 12 Years
Call Linda or Kathy for more information

540-622-8428

“ONE Most
PRICE
CLEANERS”
Clothing Items
$

2.50

Shirts - $1.25 -- 3 or more
Household Items Excluded
PREPAYMENT REQUIRED

Men’s Dress Shirts $1.00
2 or more w/ coupon

New Beginnings Community Greetings

Crooked Run Cleaners

“Introducing Your Business to
New Homeowners in our Community”

(Target Shopping Center)

P.O. Box 1025
Front Royal, VA 22630
540 635-8660

135 Crooked Run Plaza, Front Royal

540-635-9960
Open: Mon. - Fri. 7am - 7pm
Sat. 9am - 6pm • Closed Sunday

***

One call does it ALL!

PASSAGES
TRAVEL
PASSAGES TRAVEL
& “We
CRUISES
&Everything
CRUISES
Do
But Pack Your Bags”

Bringing the World to You

One Glass
at a Time.

“We Do Everything
But Pack Your Bags”
Call for an appointment
Call us for quick departures from Baltimore for a week of fun!

5%JCTNGU5VTGGVŖ(TQPV4Q[CN8#
9 S. Charles Street • Front Royal, VA 22630

 Ŗ
 
(540)
636-1402 • (800)
326-2728

(CZ
 
Fax (540)
636-3808
YYY2CUUCIGU6TCXGNEQO• Ŗinfo@passagestravel.com
KPHQ"RCUUCIGUVTCXGNEQO
www.PassagesTravel.com

Daily Menu
Wed. to Sun.

11 -9

Tastings
Fri. - Sun.
2:00 - 4:00

124 E Main Street
Front Royal, VA

540-635-2812

www.vinoeformaggio.com

Community Announcement
Andy Guest/ Shenandoah River State Park will hold its Junior Ranger Day Camp for children 7 – 12 years old during
the week of July 26 to 30 and repeating August 2 to 6. Sessions
run from 10am to 12 noon each day. Activities will include
an introduction to the Park, hikes, nature study, and crafts all
designed to enhance a child’s awareness of, and appreciation
for, the natural environment. Each child will receive a Shenandoah River State Park Junior Ranger certificate. For more information and to get a registration form call the Park, 540-6226840, or write Shenandoah River State Park, 350 Daughter of
Stars Drive, Bentonville, VA 22610. Sponsored by the Friends
of Shenandoah River State Park.

Lessons:
Your home or my spot in
Linden.
Call 540 631 4188
or cell: 703 536 6929
www.guitararama.com
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Community

65th Annual Chamber dinner celebrates local business

Martha and Dave Buracker, owners of Buracker Construction LLC, Business of the Year.

By Carol Ballard
Warren County Report
It’s a jungle out there.
That was the theme for the
65th Annual Front Royal/ Warren County Chamber of Commerce dinner and Shining
Star Awards Banquet held at
Shenandoah Valley Golf Club
and it was in keeping with the
difficult economy, but the prevailing attitude at the dinner
was upbeat.
“Our membership has stayed
flat and is stable,” said Katie
Tewell, the Chamber’s new
chairwoman who was officially
installed at the dinner.
“This is a good thing, meaning
the membership is still strong
and plans for 2010-2011 include
holding a new membership
drive in early September. The
theme is, “‘Don’t whine, join the

Chamber’”, she said.
One speaker said, “If it’s a jungle out there, be the predator,
not the prey.”
A review of 2009-2010 was given by outgoing Chairman of the
board Patrick Nolan, who spoke
about the Chamber’s past year,
and mentioned that businesses
were still holding on and staying
positive. He listed several new
features that the Chamber has
incorporated. One being that
the Chamber has an account
on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/frontroyalchamber where
members can stay informed and
connected to each other and the
community with postings about
events and meetings and keep
up with issues. Other future
events and community involvement include participation in
LFCC seminars, the Wine and
Craft Festival, and a Tradefest.

From left to right: Dave Buracker, owner of Buracker Construction LLC, Business
of the Year, Warren Brown, ERA Brown & Rutherford Realty, Citizen of the Year,
Doug Stanley, Education Contributor of the Year, of Warren County Educational
Endowment, June Rinehart president of Linden Rotary Club, Nonprofit of the
Year, Bob Williams, Syntax Communications, Volunteer of the Year, Front Royal
traffic enforcement officer Donald Orye, Public Safety of the Year, Katie Tewell,
2010-2011 Chamber president.

Guests at the dinner were
treated to a jungle theme, with
lions, giraffes, zebra-striped
table settings and several members wearing jungle prints or
camouflage accessories.
Many businesses donated
goods and services for the silent
auction and the live auction.
The proceeds from the auctions
will be used to fund the Chamber’s budget for the year. Golf
packages, tickets for wine tasting, concert tickets, a photographic portrait package, tropical dinner and $2,200 worth of

SANDBLASTING IN-HOUSE AND ON-SITE
We Provide a creative approach, exceptional service, and
ﬂexibility in options for the application of...
SANDBLASTING • POWDER COATING • CHEMICAL COATING

advertising were auctioned at
the live auction.
In addition, the annual Shining Star awards, given for outstanding individuals and groups
who have made significant contributions to the community in
time, effort and ability were presented.
Recipients for these awards
were:
• Dave and Martha Buracker, owner of Buracker Construction LLC, business of
the year

•
•
•
•
•

Bob Williams, Syntax Communications, volunteer of
the year
Front Royal traffic enforcement officer Donald Orye,
public safety
Linden Rotary Club, nonprofit of the year
Warren County Educational Endowment, education
contributor of the year
Warren Brown, ERA Brown
& Rutherford Realty, citizen
of the year

Warren County Fairgrounds
Adults $10
Front Royal 540-635-5827
7-12 $5
6 & under FREE
Truck
irt
&
ATV D ing
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Services Include But Not Limited:

• Motorcycle, Automotive, and Off-Road Frames
• Lawn Furniture and Antique Restoration
• Metal Fencing, Gates and Railings
• Industrial Fabrication
• Welding Repair

Email: cre8ve@embarqmail.com

Creative Coatings Inc.
116 Success Rd.
Front Royal, VA 22630
Call Today (540) 636-7911
www.coatingsUSA.com

Wednesday, August 4
Friday, August 6
Registration opens at 4pm
Show start at 7pm

Saturday, August 7
Show start at 4pm

www.warrencountyfairgrounds.com
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Media

WFTR-AM scores top honors from the VAB

Royal Broadcasting Inc., which
owns WZRV-FM and WFTRAM, earned two more ‘best of ’
awards at the 73rd annual Virginia Association of Broadcasters Awards Banquet in Virginia
Beach.
WFTR-AM earned top honors for Outstanding Newscast
in small market for its News
at Noon program. It was the
seventh time since 2002 that
WFTR-AM has either won or

placed second in its class a for
long-form local newscast, which
airs live weekdays from noon
until 12:30pm.
WFTR-AM also scored a runner-up award, for Best Local
Sports Programming for its yearlong commitment to area high
school and little league sports,
including Warren County and
Skyline High School athletics.
Since 2002, WFTR-AM and
WZRV-FM have received 22

top or runner-up awards at the
annual V.A.B. Convention and
Awards Banquet. Awards are
presented to outstanding broadcast radio and television stations
each year in a variety of categories, including news, sports,
commercial production, series,
promotions and community
service.

Andrew Shearer, president
of Royal Broadcasting stated.
“Virginia has a strong history of
competitive medium, including
radio. It’s an honor for WFTR
and WZRV and our entire staff
to be recognized once again as
providing a great product to the
Northern Shenandoah Valley.”
WZRV-FM was recently selected as a finalist for radio’s
2010 Crystal Award, presented
by the National Association of
Broadcasters for a commitment
to year-long community service programming. The station
broadcasts with 6,000 watts at
95.3 megacycles. WFTR-AM
broadcasts with 1,000 watts of
power at 1450 kilocycles and has
been serving Warren County
since 1948.

Goldizen, Riley & Co. Real Estate

Now Available at Prospect Hill Cemetery: Monuments, Cremation Urns,
Cremation Niches, In Ground Vases, Bronze Flag Holders and Monument Cleaning

Prospect Hill Cemetery Association, Inc.
200 W. Prospect Street • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 540-635-5468
All ‘D’series memorial art property of Design Mart. Copyright © 1978-2005 Design Mart.
Used with permission. All other rights reserved. License #L 0010002

In-Town
Tractor Trailer Parking

When I say "good,"
you say "neighbor."
Powers Insurance Agcy Inc
Bill Powers, Agent
Front Royal, VA 22630
Bus: 540-635-2825
P097314

• Well-lit lot behind fire hall staffed 24 hours a day
• Just $100 per month
• Only 12 spots left!
Front Royal Vol. Fire & Rescue Dept.

221 N. Commerce Ave.
635-2540 ext. 1 or 636-7945

From a release

Now that's teamwork.
CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7

State Farm Home Office, Bloomington, IL

McCoy’s
Cookie
Jars FOR SALE!
540-683-9197
Obituary

Anna “Nanny” Virginia
Supinger Walton, 90, of Front
Royal, died Monday, July 12,
2010, at Lynn Care Center in
Front Royal.
A graveside service was
held at Panorama Memorial
Gardens conducted by The
Rev. Dr. R. Mark Jordon.
Mrs. Walton was born June
9, 1920, in Harrisonburg,
VA, daughter of the late Michael Henry and Mary Elizabeth McNeal Supinger. She
was a graduate of Handley
High School. She attended
First Baptist Church in Front
Royal and was a member of
Front Royal Benevolent &
Protective Order of the Elks
Lodge# 2382, as well as a coowner of Hy-Wy Restaurant
in Front Royal. She will be
remembered by many as the
neighborhood mother. She
was married to the late Robert Kipps Walton, Sr.
She is survived by two sons
Donnie Walton and Robert K.
Walton, Jr. both of Front Royal; a daughter Sue Snowden of
Boca Raton, FL; seven grandchildren; ten great-grandchildren; and two great-greatgrandchildren.
Honorary pallbearers were
be Ed Marcey, Michael Henry, Matt Llewellyn, Thomas
Walker, Michael Walker, and
Donovan Walton.
In lieu of flowers, memorial
contributions may be made to
the Elks National Foundation,
c/o Front Royal Benevolent &
Protective Order of the Elks
Lodge# 2382. 4088 Guard Hill
Rd., Front Royal, VA 22630.
Maddox Funeral Home in
Front Royal handled arrangements.
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“It’s going to be tough but we’re in tough times. I don’t know if we can do it but we need to
let the citizens know we are trying.” – Front Royal Mayor Tim Darr on proposed budget
cuts

Darr asks staff not to spend borrowed $650k
New mayor embraces more belt tightening vs. approved borrowing

Mayor Tim Darr, here chairing his first council meeting on July 12, has thrown down a challenge to town
staff to pare $630,000 of self-borrowed money out of
the FY 2011 budget approved two months ago.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
You know that $630,000 the
financial brain surgeons on the
Front Royal Town Council – who
by the way are all still here – borrowed against our Enterprise
(electric utility) surplus to balance this year’s budget? Well, we
don’t want to use it, can you fix
that please?
That was essentially the message
of new Mayor Tim Darr to Town
Manager Michael Graham and
the town’s department heads at
a July 19 work session. Darr suggested council put the approved
in-house loan, which must be
paid back, in contingency not to
be used if possible.
Maybe we can use our pencils
till they’re down to # 2 lead nubs
(perhaps risking lead poisoning?)
instead of frivolously throwing
them away with an inch or two
left on them, Darr joked as he put
less-than-humorous pressure on
town staff to pare what has been
presented as an already skeletal budget down to even barer
bones.
Among the more serious initiatives to achieve his goal, Darr
suggested cutbacks on staff vehicle use and reinstatement of a
50-50 split on town mandated
neighborhood curb and gutter
improvements with impacted
property owners.

“It’s going to be tough but we’re
in tough times,” Darr said. “I don’t
know if we can do it but we need
to let the citizens know we are
trying.”
The mayor acknowledged that
continued depletion of the town’s
surplus to avoid tax hikes and
maintain services could negatively impact the town’s bond rating,
leading to higher interest rates on
coming debt the town knows it is
committed to.
Related to that coming debt,
along with its budget on May
24, council approved a $2.7 million bond issue for up-front engineering services on upgrades to
the town’s wastewater treatment
plant. In addition to the payment
on both that bond and its own
in-house borrowing, the town is
facing another $30 to $40 million bond issue and consequent
annual payments within the next
two years as federal mandates on
improved wastewater treatment
functions in the Chesapeake Bay
watershed come due. (DAMN the
feds and that environment – why
should we have to clean up the
Shenandoah River so the Chesapeake Bay’s fishing industry can
survive anyway?!!?)
Darr presented figures showing
the town’s recent budget history,
with annual budgets going down
progressively from $37.78 million
in Fiscal Year 2007, to $35.93 in
FY 08, $35.71 million in FY 09,

$35.05 million in FY 2010, before
going to the current $36.40 million number in just launched FY
2011.
Presented with this task, Town
Manager Michael Graham told
council that the problem area
continued to be the town’s General Fund operational expenses as
opposed to its Enterprise or utility funds.
“Moving forward we face the
same challenges – operational
costs are up,” Graham stated.
“Right now we have a budget
that is in deficit. We can’t sustain
that. Next year could be worse,”
Tom Conkey commented of the
ongoing national and state economic crisis most severely felt the
closer to Main Street, literally or
figuratively, one gets.
One of council’s champions of
borrowing to balance, Thomas
Sayre, contradicted Conkey’s observation on the town having an
existing budget deficit. He observed that by state law municipalities must pass balanced budgets.
Conkey admitted to some intentional hyperbole to make his
point that the town could not
continue to balance its budget by
borrowing against itself.
Graham noted that he had
found out that Culpeper, a Valley
municipality he said he viewed
as generally progressive, as well
as similar to Front Royal in size
and function, as already in worse
shape than Front Royal financially.
He said that Culpeper had already
borrowed itself down to extremes
to balance recent budgets without
increasing revenues. Culpeper
does not even currently have the
90-day operational cash surplus
to keep its government functioning in an financial crisis. Such a

WANTED:
Front clip for
a ‘89 Ford
Ranger.
Please Call:
540.683.9197

crisis fund is seen as fundamental
to assure the continuing function
of government in economic and
other unforeseen emergencies by
many municipalities, including
Front Royal.
Is Culpeper’s situation Front
Royal’s future – borrowed down
to the bone to avoid ever raising
taxes again? Front Royal has not
raised its real estate or personal
property taxes, among the Valley’s lowest, in a decade.
Darr admitted the 13th hour
balancing act he was suggesting
would be difficult and perhaps
not even doable. However he said
the effort had to be made and that
the general public must be made
to understand the budget process
and results. To that end the notion of a council appointed “Blue
Ribbon” committee was resurrected by Darr with support from
newly installed Councilman Hollis Tharpe.
Darr asked council to review
and/or update its past nominees
to such a committee for availability or in his and Tharpe’s case,
changes from their predecessor’s
picks, if desired. However Darr
said he would honor his predecessor, Mayor Eugene Tewalt’s
selection of former Mayor James
Eastham. Other existing nominees include Matt Tederick, Tim
Ratigan, James J. Kelley, Sherry

Dawson, John O’Neill, and Eileen
Grady.
Council approved the second
reading of its Fiscal Year 2011
budget on May 24. As with the
first reading approval of revenue
appropriations of $36,404,064 to
balance the FY 2011 budget, Tom
Sayre cast the lone dissenting
vote. At the time Sayre declined
to tell us whether his stated opposition to a $5 increase in the town
auto decal fee from $20 to $25
was the reason he voted against
the budget. That $5 increase is
projected to provide $50,000 of
revenue, lowering the amount
council ultimately elected to borrow from itself to balance the FY
11 budget. Such borrowing was a
town spring campaign suggestion
of local Republican Committee
activist Matt Tederick, who cited
former town electric department
head and since defeated council
candidate Joe Swiger for the idea.
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Town-county

Sheriff skeptical of joint communications center
Objective review of impacts elsewhere seen as starting point
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
At a July 16 meeting of a Joint
Communications Center Subcommittee Warren County Sheriff Daniel T. McEathron found himself in a
minority of one in opposing movement toward such a facility.
For McEathron the primary issue against such a move to a joint
Sheriff-Police-Emergency Services
communications center appeared
to be if it ain’t broke, why try to fix
it?
“I think they both run fine the
way they are,” McEathron said of
the community’s two law enforcement communications and dispatch systems. The sheriff added
that Fire & Rescue was an even
more labor intensive operation for
its dispatchers – “They are multitasking … talking with units generally on the scene … they are good at
what they do, I couldn’t do it.”
Back to his original point, McEathron added, “How do you improve
on efficient? … There’s a downside to change – why gamble? It
might work, it might not. And if
it doesn’t, conflict will be created,”
he said. That conflict could arise
between the police chief, sheriff,
elected boards and system management. And it was establishment of
an essentially bureaucratic position
of oversight by a communications
system director, possibly brought
in from outside either local law
enforcement agency that drew additional scrutiny from the sheriff.
McEathron told the committee
he was more than willing to handle
any complaints over dispatch personnel he had direct authority over
and responsibility for. “Are you going to hand that authority over to
someone with no vested interest in
the community?” he asked.
The response of both town and
county officials in justifying the
study appeared to be projected cost
savings, primarily on the town side,
and potential improvement in efficiency, again on the town side. Addressing that latter concern, Vice
Mayor Chris Holloway asked, “If
I’m in town and I see someone getting beat with a baseball bat, how
much time does it take to transfer
from yours (dispatcher) to ours?”
McEathron estimated a lag time
of perhaps 30 seconds, 60 seconds
at the most lost from the repeating
of location information by callers

to police dispatchers following 911
transfers.
“You don’t look for improvement?” Happy Creek Supervisor
Tony Carter asked McEathron
about potential improvements on
such issues.
“I look for improvement every
day,” the sheriff replied sharply.
“I don’t have to go to Culpeper or
Fauquier or Virginia Tech [to see
it]… Improvement comes from operations.”
The sheriff ’s reference to other
jurisdictions grew out of Carter’s
suggestion the committee visit
others that have made the move
to joint communications centers.
McEathron was wary of such visits,
worrying that they would become
self-justifying trips relying on the
input of directors whose jobs were
created by the move to a joint
center, or with local officials that
bought into a concept they now

have a vested interest in justifying,
regardless of the operational success or lack thereof they are experiencing.
As for the issue of cost savings,
the sheriff said while he appreciated budgetary concerns, that was
not his primary consideration.
Rather, efficiency in providing law
enforcement and emergency services responses to the community
was his priority.
“I’m not in it to save money, I’m
in it to make it work – keep that in
mind when you visit other [joint
dispatch centers],” McEathron said
pointedly. “I don’t have a problem with your tours and your field
trips” to see “shiny” new joint communications centers, McEathron
told the committee. “I’m not looking at it because it’s the thing to do
… or to save money … Is it best for
this community?” the sheriff asked
of law enforcement’s bottom line.
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“We want the best if we can afford it,” Carter replied. “Unfortunately there is only so much money
available for it – but that is more of

a concern for us,” Carter said of the
community’s elected boards. One
example of tightening service budgets on the county’s side has been
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its closing of trash collection and
compactor sites on Wednesday’s
as a cost savings measure. – What’s
next, McEathron may have been
wondering, staggered law enforcement closings one day a week to
avoid tax hikes to provide another
fundamental community service.
Perhaps ironically some of McEathron’s management and budgetary
concerns echoed those of another
sheriff, Timothy Carter of Shenandoah County, regarding the move
to a three-county regional jail here,
a move McEathron strongly supported. Of course the potential of
cost saving there was not measured
solely at a hundred thousand dollars per year, but in the millions, as
much as $16 million locally, in up
front cost savings with the regional
jail.
Town Manager Michael Graham
said it had yet to be established
exactly what kinds of cost savings
might be involved. He added that if
they weren’t substantial “why waste
time here?” But Graham added,
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A Gift to Your Loved One
SECURITY, COMFORT & CARE

The Boyles Family has given this to their mother.
The Family Agrees...
The first time we walked into Hidden Springs was such a positive experience for all of us! We were greeted with
a warm hello and smile by the owners Vicki and Daryl Davidson and their professional staff who genuinely
enjoy what they do. When we left, they made us feel as if we had spent the afternoon with “family.” Hidden
Springs is a beautiful, small community setting with all the comforts and warmth of home which afford an enjoyable lifestyle with peace of mind for our family. The staff has been most respectful, caring and friendly which
are qualities you would expect from professinals. Hidden Springs is nestled atop a gorgeous mountain setting
with spectacular views, but this retirement community offers so much more than the beauty of the Shenandoah
Valley. They offer a safe, carefree, fun lifestyle with the oppurtunity to make new friends that quickly become
family. This community is designed with the needs of the residents in mind and the professional staff is commited daily to maintain an enhanced quiality of life for the residents while remaining independent. Hidden
Springs is our “second family” and we are so blessed to be a part of this community!

her children peace of mind for her
well-being in her coming years!

Call today to schedule your personal tour!

(540) 636-2008

8 miles south of the Skyline Drive entrance

The county’s new public safety
building, housing the sheriff and
fire & rescue administrative offices
will be constructed over the next
year or so on land adjacent to Skyline High School to the north and
is projected as the location of any
joint dispatch center now agreed
upon.
Citing numbers of total calls received versus the number of 911
emergency dispatch calls, the notion of separating administrative
and emergency calls was broached.
While not having numbers in front
of him, McEathron estimated his
office took perhaps 130,000 nonemergency calls annually. Furr
referenced about 1,600 emergency
calls out of a total annual volume of
just under 49,000 calls.
Furr worried that while things
were working smoothly between
FRPD and WCSO now, in the
future as times and personnel
changed the town could end up on
“the butt end of the (communications) deal.”
However McEathron pointed
out that as a part of the county, the
town also fell under the jurisdiction of the sheriff ’s office and so
was less likely to be moved to the
rear of efficiency considerations by
him or any future sheriff.
In the end it was agreed to move
forward cautiously in collecting information on how the switchover
has impacted other departments
and communities. Culpeper was
cited as a potential starting point
due to size similarities to Front
Royal and Warren County.
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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were annual saving in the hundredthousand-dollar range substantiated, even if just on the town side,
the next question the committee
must address was whether such
savings justify the transition if efficiency and operational questions
remained.
Front Royal Police Chief Richard
Furr worried that the committee
might be putting the horse before
the cart at this early stage of review.
“I kind of hate to see us put a tombstone on it before we have a chance
to look around,” he said. “I think the
committee is going a little off track.
I thought we would take a look at
what it would take to improve the
system and see if we’ll save money.
It’s an entirely different world that
it was 12 years ago.”
Furr’s time reference was to two
past failed initiatives toward such
a joint communications center in
1995 and 2004/05.
“We don’t have something that is
falling apart – in ’95 it was falling
apart quick,” McEathron said of the
different situations faced then and
now. The 2004/05 discussion never
moved beyond the town-county liaison stage, it was pointed out.
While both McEathron and Furr
said they and their departments
had excellent working relationships
at this time, you could never tell
how changing times and personnel
might impact such a situation in
the future.
“I think there are reasons to look
at it – and it probably won’t impact
me as chief – but you have to look
to the future. I anticipate there will
eventually be a new public safety
building in town,” Furr reasoned.
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Community

A new day at FR/WC United Way
Bob Cullers and Beth Waller poised to surpass campaign goal

New President, Bob Cullers and new campaign chair,
Beth Medved Waller, stand in front of the new sign at
128 N. Royal Avenue, the location of the new United
Way Non-profit Center.
July, 2010-From a new sign and
location to new leadership and
fundraisers, the United Way of
Front Royal/Warren County has
wonderful news to report as the
2010-11 campaign approaches.
“With 12 agencies counting on
our support even more, reaching
our $95,000 goal is essential and
we’re excited to report that Beth
Waller has agreed to become the
2010-11 Campaign Chairman,”
says Lee Smith-Osina, United
Way Executive Director. “ To have
someone as enthusiastic, as committed and as talented as Beth
take this important position is a
HUGE asset to United Way this
year. There is no one I know in
Front Royal who has demonstrated such a commitment...of time,
finances, and energy... to making
our community a better place
than Beth, “ Smith-Osina concluded. Also leading the group
this year is Bob Cullers, President,
who has assumed the position
held by Weatherly Boehmer, of
Weathervane Graphics LLC from
2007-10. “Weatherly’s leadership since she joined the board in
2004 has inspired countless others to support the organization.
I look forward to continuing the

JKI

momentum she’s built and we’re
all thankful for her dedication,”
said Cullers.
Cullers and Waller officially
assumed their positions this
month and already have success
to report with campaign donations posting from Target, Carol
Goddard of All-State Insurance,
and the Front Royal United
Methodist Church, “I thought it
would feel odd picking up donations for United Way and meeting with Pat Taylor (former Red
Cross office manager who now is
the United Way Administrative
Coordinator) at the former Red
Cross office that’s now the United
Way Non-Profit Center, but it’s
great to know that now my ef-

forts will benefit not just the Red
Cross, but 11 other local agencies
too. I’ve always been a big fan
of our many non-profits and am
so happy to be a part of raising
money to support their worthy
causes. I promise to do all I can
to make sure the United Way has
funds to help them,” says an optimistic Waller, “I’m thrilled that
the Shrimp, Oyster & BBQ Fest
will kick off the campaign and so
grateful for the community’s continued support of the event.”
Plans are underway for the most
successful Fest in its 8 year history. Sponsors to date are: Edward
Jones, United Bank, Hall Mechanical, Clear Title and Escrow,
CBM Mortgage, Skyline Insurance, Virginia Hills Church, Warren Memorial Hospital, Arnold
and Phyllis Williams, Merv and
Jackie Bourque and Beth Medved
Waller.
More sponsors are needed, especially for the economical table
sponsorships which provide 8
tickets (a $400 value) for a $500
donation. If you have 8 friends,
family or colleagues who plan to
attend, please consider a table
sponsorship in memory/honor
of someone or in the name of
your business! Silent auction donations are also being solicited.
Please stop by the ribbon cutting
of the Non-Profit Center on August 11th at 10am to donate your
item or purchase your ticket!

Upcoming Events:
August 11, 2010-10am - Chamber of Commerce ribbon cutting
at the United Way Non-Profit
Center, Purchase a Shrimp, Oyster & BBQ Fest ticket or donate a
silent auction item by that date to
be eligible for an early bird drawing! September 18, 2010-Shrimp,
Oyster & BBQ Fest/ Kickoff of

2010-11 Campaign, 4pm $50 per
ticket, event sponsors and silent
auction donations needed! Please
call the United Way Non-Profit
Center at 540-635-3636 for details about how you and your organization can contribute to the
campaign, become a sponsor or
volunteer.
From a release
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Community

On The River 2010 in Front Royal cancelled
capital.org, will soon be updated
for future OTR events,” the press
release stated.
“Last year’s event, OTR ’09, was
a great success,” Frees added. “The
event was special due to the efforts
and support of all the volunteers,
vendors, exhibitors, sponsors, and
especially the community. Over
200 folks participated in free canoe runs provided by Don Roberts (Front Royal Canoe) and John
Gibson (Down River Canoe Company) as well as over 700 guests
interacting with over 16 exhibitors
coordinated by the ‘Friends of the
Shenandoah River’. The event was
held on the grounds of VFW Post
1860 with the tremendous assistance of the Post members and the
Young Marines. Special thanks to
BRAC for their support of ‘Paddle

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
On July 14 the cancellation of
what would have been the second
annual “On The River” event slated
for Aug. 21 in Front Royal was announced by organizers.
“It is with regret that the planned
event OTR ’10, ‘designed to connect and reacquaint our community with the Shenandoah River,’
will not take place this year,” a press
release from event Volunteer Director Tim Frees stated. “At this
time the OTR Volunteer Committee would like to extend our deep
appreciation to all the volunteers,
vendors, exhibitors, and sponsors
that stepped forward to support
this year’s planned event.”
Asked for more detail about the
cancellation, Frees later told us that
a number of factors led to the decision.
“Water levels are a concern,” he
stated about consequences of what
has been a generally dry and hot
spring and summer with reduced
water flow in the Shenandoah River. “We wanted to match or better
last year’s event and it just wasn’t
coming together. We had to inform
vendors whether we were going or
not by an adequate date so they
could make their plans and we decided to pull the plug now.”
Frees cited potential problems
stemming from a last-minute cancellation, as happened with last
year’s planned 3-day Air & Balloon Show at Front Royal-Warren
County Airport. But back to the
river – Frees said it is currently

hoped the event will be resurrected
next year and stated that the OTR
website will remain in tact. He also
encouraged ongoing safe use of the
Shenandoah River by locals and
visitors alike.
We wondered if even a pared
back event might not be easier to
keep viable next year, than a cancelled one would be. But Frees
reiterated that a choice had to be

made, and cancellation this year
was that choice.
“While our formal event will not
take place this year, we encourage
well planned river activities emphasizing water safety, environmental concerns, and family enjoyment of our great natural resource,
the Shenandoah River. Front Royal
remains ‘The Canoe Capital of Virginia’. Our website, www.canoe-

Art’.
Frees stated that the cancellation had absolutely no relationship
whatsoever to recent reports of
financial issues at the local VFW
and the potential sale of the VFW
property planned as a primary
event site this year, as it was used
last year.
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Community

Warren County youth piece together the 4-H puzzle at 4-H State Congress, June 14-17

From left are Stacy Swain, Hannah Vaught, Kristen
Etter, Michaela Yowaiski, Rachel Paulisch, Rachel
Dominguez, Brooke Duvall, Rachel Lamb, Alayna
McEathron, Laura Jenkins and Linda Taylor. (not pictured - Cameron Taylor)
A total of ten 4-H’ers from Warren County joined an estimated
300 teens, volunteer leaders, and
Virginia Cooperative Extension
agents for the 90th annual 4-H
State Congress at Virginia Tech’s
Blacksburg campus on June 14 to
17. Rachel Dominguez, Brooke Duvall, Kristen Etter, Laura Jenkins,
Rachel Lamb, Alayna McEathron,
Rachel Paulisch, Hannah Vaught
and Michaela Yowaiski were the
nine delegates whom represented
Warren County and Cameron Taylor attended as a 4-H Ambassador
to the Virginia 4-H State Cabinet.
There were also two adults traveling with these youth and they were,
Extension Staff Member, Stacy
Swain and Adult Volunteer, Linda
Taylor. Together everyone was able
to have a great time and enjoy all
aspects of Congress. This year’s
theme, “Piecing Together the 4-H
Puzzle,” empowered participants to
learn about leadership, citizenship,
and life skills.
As the youth development service for Virginia Cooperative Extension (www.ext.vt.edu/), Virginia
4-H engages youth ages 5 to 19 in
hands-on educational programs
and activities designed to help them
gain the knowledge, life skills, and
attitudes needed to further their
development as self-directing,
contributing, productive members
of society. For information about 4H State Congress or 4-H activities
in Warren County, contact Stacy
Swain at hstacy@vt.edu or 540635-4549.
This year, 4-H delegates increased
their knowledge of a variety of topics through practical workshops
where they discovered the science

behind the operation of a typical
dairy farm, turned trash into recycled treasures, rehearsed and perform a step routine, learned about
interesting career paths in the
horticulture industry, or extracted
DNA from strawberries. They also
had an opportunity to tour the Virginia-Maryland Regional College
of Veterinary Medicine and participate in numerous service opportunities, from helping at a child
care center in support of the New
River Community Action Head
Start program to assisting in the
restoration of the New River Valley
with Habitat for Humanity.
At the opening assembly, speaker
and stage performer Tom DeLuca
presented Theater of the Imagination. Nationally renown for his
show on hypnosis, DeLuca teaches
civic and corporate groups around
the nation to harness the power of
their imagination.

Representing Warren County,
Brooke Duvall competed in Public
Speaking with her piece on “The
Thoroughbred.” She was awarded a
blue ribbon placing her first in her
division! There were also several
other achievements our County
accomplished while at Congress.
Alan and Cameron Taylor were
both tapped into the Virginia 4-H
All Stars which is the highest honor a 4-Her or adult volunteer can
achieve in their 4-H career. Mentioned earlier, Cameron Taylor
attended Congress representing
Warren County and the Northwest
District as an Ambassador, but was
also elected at this year’s Congress
to serve as Vice-President to the
2010-2011 State 4-H Cabinet!
Not only did our 4-H’ers have a
chance to compete for awards in
dozens of areas, but the winners
had a chance to advance to regional and national contests. There
were also dances and a banquet at
4-H State Congress. New in 2010,
focus group discussions gave 4-H
delegates basic 4-H State Congress
information, a time to reflect on
service-learning opportunities, and
an explanation of the revamped
election process. In addition, the
schedule gave 4-H’ers time to have
dinner with other participants from
their units and other delegates assigned to the same chaperone.
Virginia 4-H continued the Congress Heroes program. Through
this program, youth share information with corporate and private
partners to help generate funds to
support Virginia 4-H and to provide an avenue for 4-H’ers to have
their congress registration fee
sponsored.
As always, 4-H delegates experienced what life is like as a Virginia

Tech student. In addition, Virginia
Tech representatives answered
questions and promoted their programs at a career and college fair for
4-H delegates who are considering
college, have already been accepted
into college, or are considering employment or other opportunities
after high school. Other colleges,
universities, and technical schools
in Virginia were also invited to participate.
Virginia Cooperative Extension
(www.ext.vt.edu/) brings the resources of Virginia’s land-grant
universities, Virginia Tech and Vir-
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Lawsuit summary
The following civil complaint was
filed in Warren County Circuit Court
July 15, 2010. The complete text is
available at warrencountyreport.
com
COMPLAINT
COME NOW Plaintiffs, SolAVerde, LLC,
Donald F. Poe, and Gregory A. Horton,
by and through counsel, who move for
judgment against Defendants the Town
of Front Royal, Virginia (a municipal corporation); Thomas H. Sayre (individually),
Chris W. Holloway (Individually, and Carson Lauder (Individually) on grounds and
in the amount set forth below:
INTRODUCTION
This is an action for defamation, libel, slander, and tortious interference with a business contract or relationship between the
Plaintiffs and the Town of Front Royal and
other entities and for compensatory and
punitive damages. In an ethical society,
elected officials do not engage a policy of
the “ends justifying the means,” but that is
exactly the strategy or tactics employed by
the Defendants and related parties to serve
their private political goals and to stop the
development of clean green solar power,
both in the Town of Front Royal, Virginia
and elsewhere. The “means” they are using include accusing the Plaintiffs of offering bribes (a crime) to public officials, in
violation of the laws of the Commonwealth
of Virginia (hereinafter “the Commonwealth”); accusing the Plaintiff of having
“secret” meetings with officials of the Town
of Front Royal; of making blanket statements, in particular one member of the
Town Council stating at a public meeting
“that anybody that does solar is a crook;”
to intentionally misrepresenting prior public statements or offers to a law firm hired
by the Town of Front Royal to render an
opinion on whether Plaintiffs offered the
Town Manager of the Town of Front Royal
a “bribe”; to refusing to retract such statements of accusations of bribery, and that
such allegations have destroyed the good
name of SolAVerde and made it impossible to conduct business and has caused
SolAVerde to lose business contracts due
to such allegations of bribery by the individual Defendants and agents of the Town
of Front Royal, Virginia; to the leaking of
a legal memorandum prepared by Troutman Sanders, LLP, (hereinafter “Troutman Sanders”) regarding the allegations
of alleged bribery involving the Plaintiffs;
taking action to launch a criminal investigation of Plaintiffs, be it by the local police,
or the Virginia State Police or a Special
Grand Jury, which was non-existent; to
the refusal of the Town Council as late as
July 6, 2010, to mitigate the damages to
Plaintiffs despite the request of one Town
Councilman, namely Shae Parker, that
such be discussed after the Town Attorney
said “there was no bribe” and at which
meeting one member of the Town Council
who previously voted to launch a criminal
investigation of the Plaintiff also said “it is
time to move on.”

The baseless allegations that the
Plaintiff(s) committed a crime and the
refusal of the Defendants to retract such
statements after purposely making such,
demonstrates a complete disregard for
your Plaintiffs and the suffering which they
have been forced to endure and continue
to suffer. The Town, through the deliberate actions of three members of the Town
Council, have harmed your Plaintiffs in the
same manner as the late Richard Jewell1
was harmed by the baseless allegations
against him that he was the Olympic Park
Bomber, which all started with a “leak.” By
not correcting misstatements or mitigating
the harm to your Plaintiffs and by allowing
the innuendo to continue despite repeated
requests from counsel for the Plaintiffs
that such innuendo cease and that the
Town Council take corrective action.
COUNT I THE DEFAMATORY ACTS
AND TORTIOUS INTERFERANCE WITH
A BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP
12.Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all
prior paragraphs herein.
13.On or about June 2009, the idea of a
solar energy generation farm was discussed publicly with officials from the
Town of Front Royal (hereinafter “TOFR”)
in attendance and members of the public
together with Plaintiffs.
14.Upon information and belief, on August
11, 2009, a meeting was called by the
Town Manager of Front Royal (hereinafter
“Town Manager”). There present were a
dozen professionals from the community
and outside of the community, together
with the clerk of council, Jennifer Berry,
and members of the Town Council. At that
time, it was clear to all meeting participants
that with the possibility of a 100MW solar
farm there would also be the possibility
of a manufacturing and distribution facility creating up to 200 jobs, with a range
of additional benefits to the Front Royal/
Warren County community in the form of
enhanced cash revenue, scholarships, an
increase in the local tax base, and overall
enhanced economic revenue for the TOFR
and surrounding communities.
15.On or about October 14, 2009, Standard Energy Front Royal (hereinafter
“Standard Energy”) submitted a proposal
to build a 100 MW solar farm at the former
Avtex site in the Town of Front Royal, now
known as Royal Phoenix. Such proposal

was the subject of a closed session of the
Front Royal/Warren County Economic Development Authority (hereinafter “EDA”)
closed meeting. Shortly thereafter, Warren County Supervisor Tony Carter leaked
the document which was the subject of
the closed session of the EDA and such
wound up in the hands of Ben Orcutt, a
reporter with the Northern Virginia Daily
(hereinafter “NVD”).
16.The aforesaid Standard Energy proposal clearly stated “Over 200 new “green”
jobs with new Manufacturing Plant and
Solar Farm” and “Developer will provide
up to $9 million in financial support staged
with solar farm development” based upon
100MW of solar power. The proposal was
thereafter followed up with a Business
Plan Summary dated October 22, 2009.
17.On October 31, 2009, Ben Orcutt then
reported in the NVD that Supervisor Carter
gave a document from a Board of Supervisors closed session which detailed the negotiations with Standard Energy and the
EDA, as well as possible changes in the
principals involved with the solar project to
Defendant Lauder. (See Exhibit 1.)
18.During the course of the Fall of 2009
various meetings were held by officials
with the TOFR and at such meetings various matters were discussed, specifically
the building of a manufacturing facility and
distribution facility for the racks that hold
solar panels and the resulting tax base
enhancements and tax revenue as well as
possible scholarships for local schools in
and around Front Royal/Warren County.
Upon information and belief, Defendants
Holloway, Louder and Sayre were present at some if not all such meetings where
such matters described herein were discussed, and further such was publicly reported in local newspapers.
19.Also upon information and belief it was
during this time frame that Defendants
Sayre and Holloway began to attack the
solar project insofar as Sayre publicly targeted Kent Swig, a potential investor in
SolAVerde and Holloway targeted William
“Willi” Lauderbach (who was involved with
SolAVerde, and later became a member of
Standard Energy, LLC) as well as fellow
Councilman Thomas Conkey, for the offer
of weekday business traveler discounts at
a Bed and Breakfast owned by Conkey.
This was at the same time that Holloway
was seen giving a tour to Lauderbach late
and in the dark of night of a property that
Holloway had for sale and which was later
leased by Holloway on West Main Street,
in Front Royal, Virginia. Upon information
and belief Lauderbach was in the market
to rent a property at such time as Holloway
was showing the property to Lauderbach.
20.Upon information and belief it was pub-

licly discussed that a merger of SolAVerde
and Standard Energy, LLC had occurred,
but such never occurred. The two entities
are separate and distinct and do not share
any common ownership or shareholders.
21.Initially a 100 MW solar farm was
proposed to be built at Royal Phoenix,
but such was later scaled down to 8 MW
through various discussions with TOFR officials prior to the Town issuing its Request
for Proposals to Obtain Solar Capacity
and Energy.
22.On or about December 22, 2009 TOFR
issued a Request for Proposals to Obtain
Solar Capacity and Energy (hereinafter “RFP”) and such was posted on the
TOFR website (http://www.frontroyalva.
com/component/option,com_docman/
Itemid,280/) on December 23, 2009. (See
Exhibit 2 and 3).
23.Such RFP required that any responder
file“Intent to Respond Form” by January 8,
2010 and to file an “Indicative Proposal” by
January 22, 2010. No pre-bid conference
was to be held.
24.On or about January 22, 2010, Standard Energy, LLC (hereinafter “Standard
Energy”), not SolAVerde, submitted a Response to TOFR’s RFP. (See Exhibit 4.)
25.On page 16 of 51 of the Standard Energy Response to RFP “there is a strong
argument that Standard Energy’s proposed 7.67 megawatt Solar Farm program will have created up to 675 jobs in

the first year of implementation plan and
potentially more if the Solar Farm model
is accelerated by our utility partners or further expanded by TFR [Standard Energy’s
abbreviation for Town of Front Royal].”
26.Also, on page 16 of 51 of the Standard
Energy Response to RFP “Direct effect,”
“Indirect effect,” and “Induced effect” on
the local economy are discussed. “Based
upon the Standard Energy’s estimate of
direct costs related to the 7.67 megawatt
proposal during the first year the TFR
will generate approximately $130 million
in economic activity and in the range of
500 to 675 jobs years within its service
area…”
27.On page 17 of 51 the “Direct effect,”
“Indirect effect,” and “Induced effect”
numbers are outlined or set forth in the response of Standard Energy to the RFP.
28.TOFR contracted out the RFP process
to GDS Associates, Inc. of Marietta, Georgia. Upon information and belief there
were thirty-nine (39) proposals submitted
for consideration. Of the 39 responses to
the RFP received, GDS made recommendations of their “Top Three (3)” responders. Standard Energy, LLC’s proposal was
ranked “#1” in the GDS top three (3) recommendations.
29.On or about March 29, 2010, upon information and belief, the Town Council met
to discuss the solar project and RFP in a
Closed Meeting. At such meeting it is be-
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Ask Stewart
Dear Stewart,
Just wondering if you know what the
blue/purple triangles are that we see
hanging in a few trees around Warren
County.
Just curious
Dear Curious Friend,
I’m going to begin my answer with
you guessing one of three choices below:

Ask
Stewart

The purple boxes:
a) mean that Halloween has come early
this year
b) are new and improved bat houses
c) are pheromone traps for the emerald
ash borer
If you guessed “c” you are correct!
The Emerald Ash Borer is a very destructive beetle that has the potential
of killing most Ash trees in the United
States. It is thought that it had been

transported from Asia, its native habitat, to Michigan in an overseas shipping
container. Since then, the central part
of the United States has seen a high
population of this destructive pest, including Ohio, Kentucky, and Iowa.
The adult beetle lays her eggs in the
crevasses of the bark. Once the larvae
hatch, they burrow into the tender cambium and phloem (the layers just under
the bark that transport water and nutrients) and essentially destroy the tree
from the inside. Death usually occurs
within two years. An observant homeowner may see small, D-shaped holes
on the trunk of the Ash tree as evidence
of this insect.
Last year, the Department of Agriculture arranged to have over 3000 traps
(those purple boxes) placed throughout
Virginia. These traps contained pheromones (sexy smells for beetles) to attract any emerald ash borers in the area.
As of 2009, only the Northern Virginia
area showed significant activity of this

insect.
What can we do about this insect in
the Shenandoah Valley? If you have
Ash trees, contact a professional arborist who is licensed for pest control for
treatments to protect your trees. Also,
be aware of the signs of infestation, including the D-shaped holes and new
“suckers” at the base of the tree, which
signifies a stressed tree. One of the
most important thing all of us can do is
to absolutely not transport firewood to
or from your camping destination. This
is one of the easiest ways to spread the
beetle.
The destruction from the Emerald
Ash Borer could rival the Chestnut
Blight and the Dutch Elm Disease of
days past. Experts are working very
hard to come up with ways to control
this pest including introducing parasitic wasps that will disrupt the life cycle
of the Emerald Ash Borer. We can all
play a part by carefully observing our
own landscaping and, as mentioned

above, not transporting firewood from
one area to another.
Stewart
The Front Royal/Warren County
Tree Steward program has been in existence since 1997. With 24 certified
tree stewards and 7new interns, they
are volunteers dedicated to improving
the health of trees by providing educational programs, tree planting and care
demonstrations, and tree maintenance
assistance throughout the community.
Through classroom training and handson practice, Tree Stewards learn the basics of tree biology and physiology, tree
identification, planting, and maintenance techniques. Tree Stewards make
a commitment to improving and protecting their community forest. Each
month Steward will answer a question
from our readers. If you have a questions regarding tree planting, care or
maintenance, please forward it to
“Stewart” in care of frwctreestewards@
comcast.net and we may publish it in a
future issue.
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lieved that there was formed a consensus
amongst the members of the Town Council that TOFR should reject all proposals in
the RFP. And further, the Town Manager,
Michael Graham (hereinafter “Graham”)
said words to the effect of “Gentlemen, I
need your guidance as to what to do about
the incentives” as reported by the Town
Attorney, Thomas R. Robinett in a Memorandum prepared by him and dated April 8,
2010. (See Exhibit 5) Such Memorandum
had attached to it an email from Carter
Glass, IV, Esquire and a Memorandum
to Carter Glass, IV, from Megan Rahman,
Esquire.
30.Upon information and belief the Town
Attorney for the Town of Front Royal,
Thomas R. Robinett, Esquire, (hereinafter
“Robinett”) was then contacted by Defendants Holloway and Lauder on or about
March 30, 2010, who then inquired of
Robinett concerning the “‘incentives,’ specifically asking whether or not they were
‘bribes’ within the meaning of the law.”
31.Robinett then contacted Carter Glass,
IV, Esquire, of the Richmond law firm
Troutman Sanders and requested a legal
opinion on whether a bribe had been offered by the Plaintiffs.
32.At all times relevant hereto, it is important to note that Plaintiffs, SolAVerde, Poe,
and Horton never were part of or owners
or shareholders or members of Standard
Energy, LLC, or participated in the RFP
process or submitted a proposal to TOFR
in response to the RFP.
33.In the April 8, 2010 Memorandum from
Robinett to the Mayor and All Members of
Town Council (see Exhibit 5), Robinett includes “Solaverde” or “whatever” together
with “Standard Energy/Solar/SolaVerde”
as the alleged entity having offered a bribe
to Town Manager Graham, despite statements by Graham that he was never offered a bribe.
34.Robinett then goes on to state that the
Plaintiff “offered the Town 200 jobs (which
I had heard about before, when they asked
the EDA for a lease, but not from their response to the RFP) and $1.2 million.” 2
35.Upon review of correspondence between Robinett and Glass, it is apparent
that neither Glass or Megan C. Rahman
of Troutman Sanders had an opportunity
to review the complete Standard Energy
response to the RFP until after Troutman
Sanders had already issued its April 6,
2010 legal memorandum or opinion letter
which was attached to Robinett’s April 8,
2010 Memorandum. In fact, from documents obtained via Freedom of Information Act requests of Ms. Tina Hobson, and
upon information and belief, it was only
on April 20, 2010, that Robinett finally
provided Glass or Rahman with a copy of
the Standard Energy response to the RFP.
(See Exhibit 6.)
36.Thereafter sometime between April 8,
2010 and April 13, 2010, upon information
and belief, a member of the Town Council
leaked a copy of Robinett’s Memorandum
to Ben Orcutt, a reporter for the NVD, alleging the Plaintiffs attempted to bribe a
public official or employee and such began
the public defamation of Plaintiffs by the
various Defendants.
37.As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, the Town Councilman who leaked
the Robinett Memorandum still has yet to
reveal himself or to take responsibility for
leaking or providing the Robinett Memo-

randum to Ben Orcutt, and thus creating
possible legal exposure to the Town of
Front Royal.
38.This leaked document was a privileged
communication and would have never
been known to the public but for the actions of one or more councilmen in releasing the document to Ben Orcutt, and thus
publishing the allegation of bribery against
Plaintiffs.
39.In the leaked memorandum, Rahman
wrote under the section entitled “background,” that after the Town received “3035 responses” from interested responders
the list was narrowed to the “top three,”
and that it came “to the Town Attorney’s
attention ... one of the top three companies secretly offered incentives to the
Town Manager that were not contained in
its written response to the RFP.”
40.Considering the fact that Plaintiffs were
not a part of one of the “top three” responders to the RFP, it was tortious to include
Plaintiffs in any discussion and should not
have been named as a party that “secretly
offered incentives to the Town Manager
that were not contained in its written response to the RFP.”
41.Immediately following the leak of the
Robinett Memorandum to the NVD further
defamation of Plaintiffs started occurring
and Plaintiffs began to suffer economic
loss, and other harms.
42.On May 10, 2010, the Plaintiffs, by
counsel, requested of the Defendants
that if they had proof of such allegations
of wrong doing by the Plaintiffs, “then the
proof should be brought forward.” Minutes
of Town Council Meeting, May 10, 2010.
(See Exhibit 7.)
43.On June 14, 2010, again a request
was made to the Town Council of TOFR
to show the proof of any wrong doing by
the Plaintiffs and nothing was forthcoming from the TOFR. Such request was renewed on June 28, 2010 as well.
44.Councilman Thomas Conkey is quoted
in the April 22, 2010 edition of The Warren Sentinel as stating “The premises that
they based their opinion on were not correct. The discussions that took place, took
place prior to the procurement process being started, and that’s a big premise. And
there were no discussions after the procurement process was started. And they
[sic] RFP did include things about jobs…”
(See Exhibit 8.)
45.On April 12, 2010 the Town Council of
TOFR met and voted to approve a motion
to reject all responses to the RFP to obtain
solar capacity and energy. (See Exhibit
9.)
46.Thereafter, on or about April 15, 2010,
Cynthia A. Hartman, Purchasing Agent for
TOFR posted a letter on the TOFR website entitled “Notice of Proposal Rejection,” and stated that “The proposed prices
per megawatt hour of electricity were more
than the Town expected, and far more
than the Town currently pays for coal-fired
generated electricity. This extra expense
would place a burden on the Town’s electric customers.” (See Exhibit 10.)
47.Defendants Holloway, Lauder and
Sayre continued their tortious actions
against Plaintiffs despite several opportunities to remedy the situation and/or
offer an apology. Most recently Councilman Conkey suggested such at a work
session of the Town Council of TOFR on
July 5, 2010 but such suggestion was
ignored. Thus no apology or retraction to

the Plaintiffs for such defamation has ever
been made or appears to be forthcoming
from the TOFR or from the individual Defendants.
THE MEANING OF THE DEFAMATORY
WORDS/STATEMENTS
48.The actions of leaking the Robinett
Memorandum or publication thereof by
the unknown member of the Town Council
was in effect action intended to lead those
who knew the plaintiff(s) to believe that the
tortuous statements were intended to refer
to plaintiff(s).
49.The Robinett Memorandum with attachments was reasonably susceptible of
at least two levels of false and defamatory
meanings, constituting “defamation per
se” under Virginia law.
50.The first such meaning was that the
Plaintiffs met “secretly” with TOFR officials in meetings where they were trying to
obtain a favorable legislative outcome for
themselves and engaged in actions that
would be “unethical” or a violation of the
professional and ethical norms in breach
of the public trust. This meaning was communicated through the literal words of an
employee of the TOFR, namely Robinett,
and also by what was intentionally suggested, insinuated, and thus implied “between the lines.”
51.The second defamatory meaning was
that the Plaintiff’s had attempted or did offer a bribe to a TOFR official. This is per
se actionable defamation under the laws
of the Commonwealth. Ergo, this meaning
was also communicated through the literal
words of the Robinett Memorandum, and
by implication and insinuation, and thus
implied “between the lines.”
52. That the two defamatory statements
as alleged in this suit, were in fact the
meanings intended are evidenced by the
actions taken by Defendants Holloway,
Lauder, and Sayre in their calls for a criminal investigation.
53.Words are to be given their ordinary and
everyday meanings, express and implied.
Meaning is also determined by how such
words are in face received by those reading or hearing them. In the instant matter,
turning first to the allegation of “secret proposal,” giving the phrase its ordinary and
everyday meaning, express and implied,
such phrase is clearly intended to conjure
an image of a secret backdoor meeting in
a seedy location where the Plaintiffs were
meeting with TOFR officials to offer said
official a bribe, and that such amounts to
unethical behavior and that such “were
intended to influence the procurement
decision.” (See Glass Email attached to
Robinett Memorandum Exhibit 5). This
phrasing is also intended to cast shame
upon the Plaintiffs.
54.In determining whether or not language
does impute a criminal offense “the words
must be construed in the plain and popular
sense in which the rest of the world would
naturally understand them. It is not necessary that they should make the charge in
express terms. It is sufficient if they consist of a statement of matters which would
naturally and presumably be understood
by those who heard them as charging a
crime.” Schnupp v. Smith, 249 Va. 353,
457 S.E.2d 42 (1995). In the instant matter, it is clear that the word “bribe” is understood by those who hear it as charging a
crime having been committed.
55.“Words that impute the commission of
a crime that is punishable by imprison-
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ment in a state or federal institution are
actionable per se.” Schnupp v. Smith, 249
Va. 353, 457 S.E.2d 42 (1995).
56.Thus, the accusation of bribery is per
se actionable under the common law.
57.As if the release of the memorandum
alleging bribes being offered were not
enough, on June 14, 2010, on multiple
occasions Defendants Holloway, Lauder
and Sayre voted to first request a criminal
investigation of Plaintiffs by the Virginia
State Police and then by a Special Grand
Jury, even though there is no such thing.
(See Exhibit 11, pages 11 & 14.) Sayre,
being a member of the Virginia State Bar,
who practices criminal law, should know
that only the Circuit Court can empanel a
“Special Grand Jury” and that absent the
Circuit Court having done so, the motion
of Sayre to release materials as set forth
in his motion “to be released to the Town
Attorney to be given to a Special Grand
Jury” was at the time and as of the date of
the filing of the instant Complaint, impossible to accomplish, and intended to cause
harm to plaintiffs by cloaking his intended
actions with an imprimatur of authority.
Thus, continuing the pattern of innuendo
designed to harm the Plaintiffs without
presenting any proof of wrong doing.
58.To add verisimilitude and a degree of
seriousness to the allegation of secret
proposals and a bribe, Minutes of the
June 14, 2010 council meeting reflect that
Sayre “noted his hope that the Council
would be willing to have an independent
agency with integrity investigate the matter. Councilman Sayre stated that phone
calls and emails could be hidden, and until
a law enforcement agency investigates the
allegations, the Town would never have
the truth come out.” “…Sayre praised the
State Police, noting that they are credible
and good people who could fully investigate the matter with depositions if necessary. He noted that if people went outside
of the RFP process than the matter should
be examined.” Minutes of Town Council
Meeting, June 14, 2010, Exhibit 11, pages
12 & 13.
59.Former Councilman Bret Hrbek, as
noted in the Minutes of the June 14, 2010
Town Council meeting, set forth the proposition that “it was unfair to the public, the
Council and the Town Manager…accused
of bribery, to allow the issue to drag on
with speculation.”
60.TOFR states on its website (http://frontroyalva.com/) “The entire contents of the
Town Attorney’s official file on solar electricity have been posted online,” and there
is a corresponding link to another webpage wherein allegedly all of “[t]he entire
contents of the Town Attorney’s official file
on solar electricity” have been placed for
public review. (See Exhibit 12.)
61.Assuming arguendo that such statement is not a misrepresentation and that
“[t]he entire contents of the Town Attorney’s official file on solar electricity” has
been posted, there is not one scintilla of
evidence to be found in the file to support
the accusation that there were any secret
meetings or that Plaintiff’s ever offered a
bribe to any public official. Thus, one is
forced to conclude that this is a part of a
pattern of behavior intended to harm the
Plaintiffs.
62.At the time of drafting of the April 8,
2010 Memorandum, it is clear that Robinett knew that the use of the word “bribes”
is a “very, very serious word” [Emphasis

Robinett’s] and with it comes serious legal
implications and/or consequences if you
accuse someone of a possible crime.
63.In sum, and taken as a whole, the actions of the Defendants and accusations
by them of improper secret meetings or
secret proposals and of bribery would
be understood by the average hearer or
reader or citizen as communicating the
defamatory meaning that the Plaintiffs engaged in an unethical manner as well as
criminal behavior.
64.The defamatory meanings attached to
the actions and statements of the Defendants herein were not and could not be
mere happenstance, or coincidence or
accident for that matter. The Defendants
used specific phrasing, sequencing of
events, voting, and structuring of legislative actions in an intentional, calculated,
and concerted design to convey the defamatory meaning that the Plaintiffs had
acted in an illegal and improper manner.
65.Plaintiffs Horton and Poe have been
verbally and publicly subjected to ridicule
and harassment, and injuries to their reputation in incidents such as:
a.On multiple occasions, Poe and/or Horton walked into Wynn’s Restaurant and
other eating establishments and other
diners held their open palms out, as if expecting a bribe or other payout from Poe
or Horton;
b.Horton’s children have been teased in
school about the alleged actions of their
father;
c.Poe and Horton’s other family members
have been verbally assaulted regarding
their alleged bribes, and thus, Poe and
Horton have suffered additional embarrassment and injury;
d.Poe and Horton have suffered multiple
instances by members of the community
verbally harassing them with comments
such as “What will you pay me?” “What is
it worth to you?” “You trying to bribe me?”
all causing further embarrassment and humiliation and evidencing damage to their
reputations.
66.The defamatory statements of the
Defendants both express and implied
are entirely false. The defamatory statements both express and implied, that the
Plaintiff(s) engaged TOFR officials in secret meetings or secret proposals and offered or attempted to bribe a public official
are entirely false.
67.As a proximate result of said false, malicious, insulting, defamatory and slanderous remarks, Plaintiffs have been caused
to suffer humiliation, embarrassment,
mortification, shame, vilification, ridicule,
exposure to public infamy, disgrace, and
scandal, injury to their reputation and feelings, and financial loss, and have been
hampered in the conduct of their business
and affairs.
68.Due to these tortious statements by
Defendants, officials and potential customers in Tennessee and Alabama have
refused to do business with Plaintiffs and
have cited statements attributable to defendants regarding this bribery and unethical behavior as the reason for terminating
the business relationship with plaintiffs.
69.As a proximate result of said false, malicious, insulting, defamatory and slanderous remarks, Plaintiffs have been caused
to suffer humiliation, embarrassment,
mortification, shame, vilification, ridicule,
exposure to public infamy, disgrace, and

See LAWSUIT, pg 42
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Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce
TRADEFEST – “BUSINESS BUILDING BUSINESS”
Lots of new and exciting things are in store
for this year’s Tradefest to be held on September 28th & 29th at The Holiday Inn & Suites located at 111 Hospitality Drive off 522North. Join
us for the VIP Preview on Tuesday, September
28th from 5:30pm – 7pm. The show officially
kicks off on Wednesday, September 29th from
11am – 7pm. This year we have extended the
time an extra hour so you won’t have to miss a
thing. We are offering seminars throughout the
day as well as the opportunity for vendors to
make presentations. Please call the chamber
for fees and to reserve your space/time slot.
Slots are filled on a first come, first served basis. As the largest regional trade show in the
Shenandoah Valley, it’s no surprise that space
is filling up quickly. Businesses such as Aire
Serv of Bull Run, Commonwealth One Federal
Credit Union, The Willows at Meadow Branch,
State Farm Insurance Agency – Bill Powers,
Warren County Public Schools, CenturyLink,
First Bank, Warren Memorial Hospital, The
River 95.3 FM, Blue Ridge Shadows, Holiday Inn, Houlihan’s, BB&T, Northern Virginia
Daily, Culligan’s, Weichert Realtors – Melanie
Hamel, T-Tech Systems, Impressions Plus,
Front Royal Federal Credit Union, Main Street
Daily Grind & the Economic Development Authority are just the beginning of those who you
will see showcasing their wares at Tradefest
this year. Get your contract in today and stay
tuned each week as we reveal new vendors,
seminars and features of this year’s bigger
and better Tradefest – “Business Building
Business”.
For more information, contact Pam at 540635-3185 or send an email to priffle@frontroyalchamber.com.
LEADERS WANTED
Applications are currently available for both
the Chamber’s Adult and Youth Community
Leadership Programs. The Youth Leadership
program is open to public, private or homeschool students, 15-17 years old. The Adult
Leadership program is open to any individual
living or working in Front Royal or Warren

LAWSUIT, from pg 41

scandal, injury to their reputation and feelings, and financial loss, and have been
hampered in the conduct of their business
and affairs.
COUNT II DAMAGE TO REPUTATION
AND DAMAGE TO EMOTIONAL AND
MENTAL HEALTH
70.Plaintiff incorporate all prior paragraphs, as if fully set forth herein.
71.The remarks made by Defendants Holloway, Lauder and Sayre as well as Robinett and Troutman Sanders clearly impugn
the honesty and integrity of the Plaintiffs
and imply that they are no better than a
common criminal and ought to be prosecuted as such.
72.Poe and Horton realized in the near
and far term following resolution of this
matter that all hope of anything resembling a “normal life” which they had before
is now over and has been destroyed permanently due to the defamation levied by
Defendants.
73.Due to these tortious statements by
Defendants, officials and potential customers in Tennessee and Alabama have

County. Participants in these programs study
a certain aspect of the community each month
for eight months. The topics are Local Government, Education, Health and Human
Needs and Services, Community Organizations, Local Economy/Business & Industry,
Justice and Law Enforcement, News Media
and Art, Culture, History, Tourism and Recreation. There is the opportunity to sponsor a
student for the Youth Leadership Program at
$100. Cost for adults is $500, anyone signing
up before August 1st will receive a $100 discount. Anyone interested in sponsoring a student or participating in either of the programs
please contact Pam at 540-635-3185 or email
priffle@frontroyalchamber.com. Visit our website at www.frontroyalchamber.com and click
Chamber Events for detailed information and
scheduling.
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION – PUBLIC HEARING
Please be advised that the Virginia Department of Transportation is preparing to hold
a public hearing regarding the replacement
of the Rt. 340 bridge over the South Fork of
the Shenandoah River at Front Royal. Also
included in the project is a significant intersection modification at Route 340 and Route 55
to help improve traffic flow through the corridor. The meeting information is as follows:
Public Hearing Date: August 3, 2010; Meeting
time: 5pm-7pm at Front Royal Volunteer Fire
Department, 221 North Commerce Avenue.
Note: While the advertised hearing time is
from 5pm – 7pm, we will open the doors at
4pm; please feel free to stop in early to get
a preview of the displays and information that
will be provided. VDOT encourages all members of the public to attend this public hearing.
It is our goal to begin the right-of-way acquisition process in the Fall of 2010.
NEW TEACHER RECEPTION- AUGUST 25,
2010

tian School for the 2010-2011 school year. We
are asking the business community to show
support for the educators of our community by
sponsoring these new teachers. Along with
your financial donations, you are welcome to
supply door prizes or items for the welcome
bags. Available Sponsorships: A+ Event
Sponsorship, $250 (includes: display table,
event recognition, promotional item in welcome bags, admission for up to 5 guests and
banner displayed at the event. Teacher Sponsorship is $25 & includes one admission to the
event and item in the welcome bags. Also we
are looking for door prize donations and items
for the goodie bags. If you are interested in
sponsoring the New Teacher Reception, contact the Chamber at 540-635-3185 or email
priffle@frontroyalchamber.com. We would
like to thank the following sponsors to date:
Warren Memorial Hospital, The River 95.3
FM, BB & T, McAlister’s Deli, CenturyLink,
Weichert Realtors – Melanie Hamel, Blake
& Co. Hair Spa, Front Royal Federal Credit
Union, Aire Serve Heating & Air Conditioning,
Accounting Associates, First Citizens Bank.
DON’T “WINE” ABOUT NOT BEING OUR
FAN ON FACEBOOK
We are trying to get to 600 fans and need
your help! Refer your friends and business
associates to our Facebook page. If you are
the 600th person to Like us, we will “gift” you
4 tickets to the 25th Annual Virginia Wine &
Craft Festival. If you are the person who referred our 600th fan, then you will get 4 tickets
too! Text like FrontRoyalChamber to 32665.
Or go to http://www.facebook.com/FrontRoyalChamber. If you have a Facebook page, let
us know by calling the chamber at 540-6353185 or send an email with your Facebook
address to facebook@frontroyalchamber.com
and we will add you to our page! If you have
something you’d like us to post on your behalf,
be sure to send it as well and we will do our
best to post it.

Approximately 70 new teachers and staff
will join Warren County Public Schools, Randolph-Macon Academy and Riverfront Chris-

MEMBER NEWS

refused to do business with Plaintiffs and
have cited statements attributable to defendants regarding this bribery and unethical behavior as the reason for terminating
the business relationship with plaintiffs.
74.Poe and Horton are not and were not
public officials at any material time herein.
75.The above remarks are, from their
usual construction and common usage,
construed as insults and are defamatory
per se. Defendants knew said remarks
were false, defamatory, slanderous and
insulting and they made them with the
intent to injure Plaintiffs’ good reputations
and livelihood.
76.As a proximate result of said false, malicious, insulting, defamatory and slanderous remarks, Plaintiffs have been caused
to suffer humiliation, embarrassment,
mortification, shame, vilification, ridicule,
exposure to public infamy, disgrace, and
scandal, injury to their reputation and feelings, and financial loss, and have been
hampered in the conduct of their business
and affairs.
77.Much of this injury will endure permanently as the defamatory statement seem
to “live on forever” on the internet.

COUNT III DEFAMATION BY THE TOWN
OF FRONT ROYAL

The Blue Ridge Arts Council announces

78.The Plaintiffs incorporates by reference
all prior paragraphs herein, as if set forth
fully.
79.At all times relevant hereto, Defendants
Holloway, Lauder, and Sayre receive payment from the Town of Front Royal, Virginia for their positions on the Town Council
of Front Royal, Virginia.
80.Upon information and belief, Defendants Holloway, Lauder, and Sayre each
receive a Form W-2 from the Town of Front
Royal annually.
81.Upon information and belief Thomas R.
Robinett is the Town Attorney for the Town
of Front Royal, Virginia, and is an employee of the Town of Front Royal, Virginia.
82.Upon information and belief Troutman
Sanders, LLP is a law firm in Richmond,
Virginia and an independent contractor
for the Town of Front Royal and provides
legal services on an ad hoc basis and is
paid by TOFR for legal services provided
to TOFR.
83.The TOFR is legally liable for these
actions of its employees performed in the
course and scope of their employment.

the Gazebo Gatherings schedule for the entire summer season: July 23—Wagfoot A
great blend of country and classic rock; July
30—The Moonlighters Traditional American
music—swing, jazz, blues and oldies; August 6—The 8 Tracks Rewind the music and
sounds of the 70’s; August 13—Charlie &
Charlotte Smith Duet Music and harmonies to
tap your foot and sing along to; August 20—
Magick Kat Driving acoustic Cosmic American
music—equal parts brain and brawn; August
27—Glass Onion Songs of the Beatles performed live. Concert Times are 7 pm and no
admission charge, but donations gratefully accepted! Where: Town Commons, Main and
Chester Streets, Front Royal, Virginia. For information or concert weather updates please
contact 540-635-9909. We will also update via
email to members and on our Facebook Page.
Sponsored in partnership with the County of
Warren, the Town of Front Royal, and the Virginia Commission for the Arts.
Join the staff of the Warren County Farm
Bureau this Saturday from 9am -1pm at the
Front Royal Farmers’ Market located at Chester and Main Streets. The Front Royal Farmers’ Market runs June through October every
Thursday, 3pm-7pm and every Saturday, 9am1pm, light rain or shine. Warren County Farm
Bureau strives to enhance members’ lives in a
variety of ways. One of which is by helping agriculture prosper so you can have fresh, safe,
locally grown food on your table and won’t
have to rely on foreign food supplies. That’s
why Warren County Farm Bureau is happy to
be a co-sponsor again this year of the Front
Royal Farmers’ Market. This Saturday, 9am1pm stop by and learn more about becoming
a Warren County Farm Bureau member. We
will also be set-up periodically throughout the
summer and fall. Be sure to locate us next
time you’re at the Front Royal Farmers’ Market!
Main Street Daily Grind needs your help!
Our frozen drinks are having an identity crisis. What do you want to call them? Stop
by the store and place your vote for Blendz,
Frappe, or Java Cooler. Everyone who votes

84.Upon information and belief at all times
relevant hereto, Robinett and Troutman
Sanders were acting within the scope of
their employment with TOFR in the provision of legal services. As such, the TOFR
is vicariously liable for the actions of Robinett and Troutman Sanders as outlined in
paragraphs 1 through 83.
85.By any measurable, however plausible,
the publication by a town council member to
the NVD of the defamatory memorandum
and related material, the Defendants knew
or should have known that such statement
would cause the Plaintiffs harm.
86.Defendant The Town of Front Royal
acted with negligence and actual malice
in publishing and or sharing or leaking the
false and defamatory statements, express
and implied.
87.As a proximate result of said false, malicious, insulting, defamatory and slanderous remarks, Plaintiffs have been caused
to suffer humiliation, embarrassment,
mortification, shame, vilification, ridicule,
exposure to public infamy, disgrace, and
scandal, injury to their reputation and feelings, and financial loss, and have been
hampered in the conduct of their business
and affairs and have had their business

will be entered for a chance to win a $25 gift
card from our store. So, come by soon and fill
out a ballot. Be sure to sign up for our email
newsletter in time to get a great coupon to use
during the Fireman’s Parade on Wednesday!
You can sign up in the store or at our website: http://www.FrontRoyalDailyGrind.com.
Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
MainStreetDailyGrind and get updates on our
featured coffee flavors, lunch specials and the
occasional “Facebook only” deal of the day!
Royal Family Bowling Center is now on
Facebook! Find them at www.facebook.com/
royalfamilybowlingcenter and give them a
“Like”. Post photos of your team and your high
scores. Get “Fan Only” deals and discounts.
Challenge your friends to beat your score.
Again this year the merchants of Royal
Plaza Shopping Center are hosting their summer concert series. All our concerts are free to
the public, alcohol free events. We give goody
bags to the first 75 people. They are to bring
their own blankets or chairs. Concerts run
from 6pm - 8pm postponed if rain. Below are
the dates and groups that will be performing at
the shopping center. The Warren County Animal Shelter will also be available with information on pet adoptions and collecting supplies
needed for the shelter.(ex: old towels, blankets, toys, pet food) - Saturday July 24,2010
6pm - 8pm Just 4 Fun (Oldies) - Saturday
August 28, 2010 Five of a Kind (Blue Grass)
tentative - Saturday Sept 11, 2010 Valerie Van
Fange (Classic rock, inspirational, country)
Want to know what movies are playing at
Royal Cinemas? Need to know when a movie
starts or what other people thought of the
movie? Well find Royal Cinemas on Facebook
and become a fan. You can get “Fan Only”
deals and discounts, post your movie reviews
and check the latest movie listings and show
times. Go to www.facebook.com/royalcinemas
and “Like” them today!

www.frontroyalchamber.com

relationships destroyed.
88.Much of this injury will endure permanently as the defamatory statement seem
to “live on forever” on the internet.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, your Plaintiffs SolAVerde, LLC, Donald F. Poe and Gregory A.
Horton, in compensation for the general
damage to aforesaid Plaintiffs reputation
throughout the local community, the United States of America, and the world, and
in compensation for the damage done to
Donald F. Poe and Gregory A. Horton’s
mental, emotional, and physical health
and well-being, your Plaintiffs seeks the
sum of THIRTY MILLION DOLLARS
($30,000,000.00) in actual and presumed
damages from the Defendants jointly and
severally; and THREE HUNDRED FIFTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($350,000.00) in
punitive damages per defendant from the
Defendants, jointly and severally, plus prejudgment interest, post judgment interest,
reasonable attorney’s fees and costs expended in this action, and such other relief
as the Court may deem just.
TRIAL BY JURY IS DEMANDED.
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To advertise in Warren County Report:
Contact Alison at alisond@warrencountyreport.com • 540-551-2072
or Angie Buterakos at angie@warrencountyreport.com - 540-683-9197
Fri Jul 23, 2010
Forecast for 22630 (98° | 75°)
2pm - 4pm Vino E Formaggio Wine Tasting. 124 E. Main Street. Always Free,
Always Fun! www.vinoeformaggio.com
635-2812
5pm - 11pm Fireman’s Carnival. 8th
Street & Crosby Road. All proceeds
benefit the Front Royal Fire/Rescue Volunteeer Fire Department.
7pm - 10pm Front Porch Style Pickin’
Party. Warren County Senior Center,
1217 Commonwealth Ave. All levels
of talent are welcome. Acoustic instruments only.
7pm - 9pm Gazebo Gathering.
Main Street. Enjoy music at the Gazebo tonight located at Main/Chester Streets Downtown. FREE and
open to the public. Sponsored by the
Blue Ridge Arts Council. Entertainment
provided tonight by: Wagfoot - a great
blend of country and classic rock.
Sat Jul 24, 2010
Forecast for 22630 (98° | 76°)
Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
2pm - 3pm Samuels Public Library.
Manga Meet Up. Come in to discuss
manga favorites, showcase collectibles
and meet others with your interests. For
ages 10 and up. Please register.
5pm - 11pm Fireman’s Carnival at 8th
Street & Crosby Road.
6pm - 8pm Summer Concert at Royal
Plaza Shopping Center. Listen to music tonight on the grassy area of Royal
Plaza Shopping Center. Bring your lawn
chairs, blankets, picnic baskets, etc
and enjoy the outdoor venue. Music/
Entertainment suitable for all ages. No
alcohol or pets allowed. No admission.
Sponsored by the Royal Plaza Shopping
Center. Tonight’s Entertainment is “Just
4 Fun”
Sun Jul 25, 2010

meets at the Government Center
Tue Jul 27, 2010
9am - 10am Samuels Public Library.
“Whoo’s Awake in the Night?” presented
by the Wildlife Center of Virginia, will
feature live nocturnal animals. For all
ages.
12:30pm - 1pm Tourism Tuesday. 95.3
FM, 1450 AM, Comcast TV 23 or listen live or to the podcasts at theriver953online.com
Wed Jul 28, 2010
10am - 11am Samuels Public Library.
Today is Toddler Story Time. Theme:
Good Food
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library.
Today is Preschool Story Time. Theme:
Good Food
Thu Jul 29, 2010
10am - 11am Samuels Public Library.
Today is Toddler Story Time. Theme:
Good Food
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library.
Today is Preschool Story Time. Theme:
Good Food
3pm - 7pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
3:30pm - 4:30pm Samuels Public Library. Today is Big Kids Story Time for
children ages 6 and up. Theme: Color!
Fri Jul 30, 2010
7pm - 9pm Gazebo Gathering. Main
Street. Enjoy music at the Gazebo tonight located at Main/Chester Streets
Downtown Front Royal. FREE and
open to the public. Sponsored by the
Blue Ridge Arts Council. Entertainment
provided tonight by: The Moonlighters traditional Amercian music, swing, jazz
blues and oldies.
Sat Jul 31, 2010
Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
9am - 10am Beauty Pageant. Warren
County Fairground. Today is the “Fair of
the Fair” Beauty Pageant.

Forecast for 22630 (92° | 68°)
Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
Mon Jul 26, 2010
7pm - 8pm Front Royal Town Council

9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
10am - 4pm Republican Picnic. Main
Street. 2nd Annual Warren County Republican Family Picnic is being held
today at the Gazebo Area located at
Main/Chester Streets. This event is

in conjunction with a 5K race awards
ceremony. Food will be served around
12:00pm. Several bands are being contacted to perform (Christian Rock). There
will also be a planned moon bounce &
dunking booth. Speakers from the local,
state and federal elected officials will
also appear.
6pm - 7pm Beauty Pageant. Warren
County Fairgrounds. Tonight is the “Tiny,
Little Miss, and Preteen” Beauty Pageants for the Warren County Fair.
Sun Aug 1, 2010
Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
7pm - 8pm Concert at the Fairgrounds.
John Michael Montgomery. warrencountyfair.com
Mon Aug 2, 2010
4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. The
53rd Annual Warren County Fair begins
tonight with the midway opening and
pageants beginning at 6:00pm. Ride
the Midway Rides for one price tonight
- $18.00. Enjoy the 4-H Market Goat
Show @ 6:30pm and Stoney Roberts
performing at 7:00pm. Other attractions
are: Torres One Ring Family Circus,
Masters of the Chainsawm Bing, Trade
Show and events in the 4-H Barn. Admission: $10.00; children 7-12 - $5.00
and 6 & under are FREE.
Tue Aug 3, 2010
12:30pm - 1pm Tourism Tuesday. 95.3
FM, 1450 AM, Comcast TV 23 or listen live or to the podcasts at theriver953online.com
3pm - 4pm Samuels Public Library.
Chess Showdown for ages 9 and up.
Bring a Chess set and challenge your
friends to a game. Please register.
4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. Tonight
is the the 53rd Annual Warren County
Fair and its “Family Night” where admission is Adults - $5.00 and Children
- FREE. Nascar Nationwide Series is
from 4:00p - 9:00p. 4-H Market Hog
Show begins at 6:30p. Other events include Monster Trucks, Torres, One Ring
Family Circus, Masters of the Chainsaw,
Bing, Trade Show and events in the 4H Barn. Ride the Midway Rides for one
price - $18.00 tonight.
6pm - 9pm National Night Out. Main
Street. Enjoy a night of bands at the Gazebo Area: Skyline High School Band,
Warren County High School Band, Bill
Dykes Bluegrass Band and much more
as the community celebrates a fun time
with families to learn about crime pre-

FrVaToday.com
vention and safety tips from many local
vendors and the Front Royal Police Department.

your friend overnight to participate in
the stuffed animal slumber party. Please
register.

Wed Aug 4, 2010

4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. Tonight is the 53rd Annual Warren County
Fair. ATV Dirt Drage begins at 6:00p.
Darryl Worley performs at 8:30p. Other
attractions are: Torres One Ring Family Circus, Masters of the Chainsawm
Bing, Trade Show and events in the 4-H
Barn. Admission: $10.00; children 7- 12
- $5.00 and 6 & under are FREE.

10am - 11am Samuels Public Library.
Today is Toddler Story Time.Theme: Going Camping
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library.
Today is Preschool Story Time. Theme:
Going Camping
12:30pm - 1pm Warren County Business On The River 95.3. 95.3 FM, 1450
AM, Comcast TV 23 or listen live or to
the podcasts at theriver953online.com
4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. Tonight
is the 53rd Annual Warren County Fair!
Nascar Nationwide Series is from 4:00p
- 9:00p. ATV Dirt Drag begins at 6:00p
as well as the 4-H Market Beef Show &
Dairy Cattle Show. “Confederate Railroad” begins at 8:30p. Other attractions
are: Midway Rides, Torres One Ring
Family Circus, Masters of the Chainsawm Bing, Trade Show and events in
the 4-H Barn. Admission: $10.00; children 7-12 - $5.00 and 6 & under are
FREE. Ride the Midway Rides for one
price tonight - $18.00.
Thu Aug 5, 2010
10am - 11am Samuels Public Library.
Today is Toddler Story Time.Theme: Going Camping
11am - 12pm Samuels Public Library.
Today is Preschool Story Time. Them:
Going Camping
3pm - 7pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
3:30pm - 4:30pm Samuels Public Library. Today is Big Kid’s Story time for
ages 6 and up. Them: Ancient Egypt
4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. Tonight is the 53rd Annual Warren County
Fair!Nascar Nationwide Series is from
4:00p - 9:00p. The 4-H Market Lamb
Show begins at 6:30p. Stoney Roberts
plays at 7:00p as well as the beginning of the Demolition Derby. A $1,000
Karaoke Playoff begins at 7:30p. Other
attractions are: Torres One Ring Family
Circus, Masters of the Chainsawm Bing,
Trade Show and events in the 4-H Barn.
Admission: $10.00; children 7-12 - $5.00
and 6 & under are FREE.

7pm - 9pm Gazebo Gathering. Main
Street. Enjoy music at the Gazebo tonight located at Main/Chester Streets Downtown Front Royal. FREE and open
to the public. Sponsored by the Blue
Ridge Arts Council. Entertainment provided tonight by: The 8 Tracks - rewind
the music and sounds of the 70s.
Sat Aug 7, 2010
Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
9am - 10am Football Registration. Warren County Senior Center. Today is
“sign-up” day for the 2010 Front Royal
Midget Football League. Applications
will be taken today. Applications may
also be picked up at the Parks/Recreation Department. 9:00a - Returning
Players; 10:00a - New Registrants;
11:00a - Try outs on Softball Field. For
those 8 years of age before November
1 and not over 12 years of age by November 1 and weigh 55 lbs. minimum,
but no over 170 lbs. maximum. www.
frmidgetfooball.com
9am - 1pm Farmers Market. Main Street.
frontroyalfarmersmarket.com
2pm - 3pm Samuels Public Library.
Teen Creative Writing Club for ages 12
and up. Please register.
4pm - 10pm Warren County Fair. Tonight
is the 53rd Annual Warren County Fair.
4-H Livestock Sale begins at 9:00a.
ITTPA Tractor Pull begins at 4:00p.
Mollly Hatchet begins at 8:30p. Other
attractions are: Torres One Ring Family
Circus, Masters of the Chainsawm Bing,
Trade Show and events in the 4-H Barn.
Admission: $10.00; children 7-12 - $5.00
and 6 & under is FREE.

Fri Aug 6, 2010

Sun Aug 8, 2010

3pm - 4pm Samuels Public Library.
Stuffed Animal Sleepover Story Time for
ages 4 and up. Bring a favorite stuffed
animal to enjoy a story time program
of lullabies and bedtime stories. Leave

Warren County Fair Flea Market is
closed for the fair and re-opens Sat. Aug
21. warrencountyfair.com/15.html
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Sponsor the Kids Page! Call Alison Duvall
540-551-2072 • alisond@warrencountyreport.com

Sponsor the Kids Page!
Call Leanne Bryant
540-683-0728 • lbryant@warrencountyreport.com
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Diversions

Is your business advertising in Warren
County’s most popular newspaper?
If not, you are probably spending too
much to reach fewer people.

540-551-2072

or

540-683-9197
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